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Carter, Brezhnev Spell
Out Views At Summit
By FRANK CORMIER
Associated VMS Writer

4

WALKING BILLBOARD — Dr. Vermin G-aritt donned a sandwich board
Thursday afternoon and walked around
the court square promoting the Purchase Area Repertor
y Theatre's(PART) premiere production of "Butterflies
Are
Free." Gantt, chairman of the department of speech and theatre
at Murray State University and one of the managing
directors of PART, sold a season ticket book to Ed Garrett
during his walk. The show, which began Thursday, tontinues tonight and June 21-21 in'the University Theatre of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center. Curtain time is 8 p.m. and
reservations may be made by calling the theatre's 24-hour number,
767-6797. DeVanti's and Dakota Feed and Grain
will have tickets at special reduced rates for their customers. Season ticket
books are Sfs and the three tickets may
all be used for one show or one for each of PART's producti
on this season. The other two shows will be "Star
Spangled Girl" and "Goodbye Charlie." •
Staff Photo by Debbie 'Sf. lee
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own, Nunn WM
Discuss Money Limit
•

')y BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
CAVE CITY. Ky. i 'AP) — Gub
\
e)%natorial candidates of the two major
parties have agreed to talk about
limiting campaign spending in the
Novetriber general election.
Democrat John Y. Brown Jr. told
newspaper publishers and editors at the
summer meeting of the Kentucky Press
Association Friday that his campaign
officials would get in touch with those of
Republican Louie Nunn to discuss a
spending limit. Nunn had broached the
idea earlier in answer to a question
about spending.
"We can limit spending and we can
start cight.iow," Nunn said. "He can
pick any figure he wants to. Instead of
running around in helicopters, we can
bump along on the ground."
Brown said he flew all night from
Honolulu, where he had said he would
complete his, honeymoon. after the
primary election, to attend ..the
meeting. He arrived as Nunn was
leaving and the two shook hands
briefly.
"I'm sorry I wasn't here first to
suggest it. I planned to," he said.
Brown said he had not planned to
resume campaigning so soon after the
May 29 primary. "At this point in time,
I can't think of any duller subject to talk
about than . the governor's race," he
said.
However, Nunn said a voter should
know "as much as you can about the
candidates, their backgrounds and
their positions on the issues, and you
have to know it early."
He said he.would campaign from now
until November and, "I'm going to use
every moment of that time to talk to

and listen to the people of this state."
The candidates were questioned
about several issues in addition to
campaign spending. Both agreed that
state's workmen's compensation
a needs change.
said the specifics of his
proposa n the law "will include rates
and meth
bf payments. It will be a
detailed _thin which I will release
later."
think it deflçtely has to be
charged," Brown sai He and Nunn
saieethat Kentucky's ra
are higher
than those in surroundl
states,
putting the state at a disadv age in
attracting and keeping industry.'
Nunn attacked Brown's position in
favor of professional negotiations for
teachers,
saying, "I
oppose
unionization of public schools and
public employees."
Brown, however, said that under the
bill he proposes, negotiations between
teachers and school boards would not
be binding upon the boards.
"It's not collective bargaining, but
it's a healthy first step to get our
teachers involved, to get their input,"
he said.
Nunn again chided Brown about not
releasing .his income tax returns.
"Complete copies of my returns have
been filed and they are there for public
scrutiny," Nunn said.
Brown said he had not yet decided
whether to change the position he took
during the primary campaign when he
refused to release his complete tax
returns. He said a tax summary by his
accountants had shOwn him to be
"clean from top to bottom," and he
presently saw no reason to release his
returns.

ICC Attempts To Appease
Truckers Not Successful
By The Associated Press
Attempts by the Interstate Commerce Commission to appease angry
truckers by permitting a surcharge on
their loads appears to be about as effective with most independents as a
busted CB radio.
,!"'
The ICC announced Friday the
nation's 100,000 independent owneroperators would be allowed to collect a
5.6 percent rate surcharge to help pay
higher diesel fuel prices.
But Mike Parkhurst, president of the
Independent Truckers Association,
which claims some 30,000 members,
said most of the drivers involved in a
hauling shutdown will stay off the road
despite the ICC's offer.
"There:s always some steer that
jumps out of the herd," he said Friday
, rig.R.-',Vsirn. the cattle drive conmi•
tinues."
Parkhurst said truckers held
meetings around the country after the
announcement and the sentiment was
against calling off the protest.
-Parkhurst said the ICC offer is too
small and too narrow to. satisfy- the
truckers, who want relief not only from
"rising fuel prices but also from the 55-

mph speed limit and conflicting weight
regulations.
In Sioux Falls, S.D., Bill Lee, a
spokesman for Striking truckers, said
drivers there voted to keep their rigs off
the road. He said the ICC decision was
the first step toward ending the protest,
but truckers also are concerned with
uniform length and weight laws.
In Alabama, truckers were divided
about what effect the ICC ruling would
have. Arnold Wilder, president of West
Alabama Independent Truckers, said,
"This is the relief we've been seeking."
But L.D. Lawson of Wintgomery, a
spokesman for the Independent
Truckers office, predicted that most
Alabama independent truckers would
find the surcharge unacceptable.
Mid in Nashville. Tenn., protest
leader ' Leonard Barnwell vowed to
maintain pressure on public officials.
"You got to get attention," he said.
"It's like the farmer with a Stubborn
mule. He goes out with his two-by-four
and hits that mule right between the
eyxs, you know, to get his attention ..
that's what it's all about."
Meanwhile, protests continued
around the nation.
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partly
cloudy
Partly cloudy. Highs in the mid
to upper 80s. Lows in the low to
mid 60s.

Special Graduation
Ceremony Today
For Over 700 Adults
A special graduation ceremony is
Ischeduled today in Murray State
'University's Lovett Auditorium for
more ,than 700 adults from 12 west
Kentucky counties who have earned
high school equivalency certificates
since January 1978.
The ceremony is sponsored by the
state Department of Education,'the'
Center for Continuing Education at
Murray State and participating local
school districts.
"We want to recognize the
educational achievements of those
people who took it upon themselves to
improve their educational levels," said
Lawrence Moore, adult education
coordinator for the university.
The persons being recognized are
from Ballard, Caldwell, Calloway.
Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman,
Livingston,
Lyon,
Marshall.
McCracken and Trigg counties.

by Carter and a sleepy daughter Amy. , health looms large with the
U.S.
Mrs. Carter stayed behind for the show,
delegation here — one reason they hope
sharing— the- Phiziit;
With )j
Iay thF:grouiveu,nrir— for regular
VIENNA, Austria (AP) -- President
Austrianpresident and his wife.
American-Soviet consultations,
Carter and Soviet President Leonid
Brezhnev and Carter both seemed
perhaps on, a military as well as a
Brezhnev got down to business toaay,
more intent on resting up for the
political level.
spelling out their often-conflicting
summit opener than in the performance
Carter was understood to have found
world views at the opening of the first
of Mozart's "The Abduction from the
his Soviet counterpart alert at their
East-West summit in nearly five years.
Seraglio," a love story set in a Turkish
brief encounter Friday when theyewent
The sun broke through leaden skies
Palace.
in separate motorcades to the imperial
as the two leaders began their first
Th.e agenda for their ftst two-hour
palace.
round of talks at the U.S. Embassy, a
meeting today at the American
Brezhnev,
puffy-faced
and
baroque building dating back to the
Embassy was confined to the
sometimes unsteady on his feet, twice
reign of Emperor Franz Joseph.
presentation of formal- Statemetita-,— Look to elevators while
Carter climbed
The ailing Brezhnev, 72, stumbled
known in the language of diplomats as
long flights of stairs. It was a long day
and was grabbed by aides as he entered
"Tours of the Horizon."
for the Soviet leader, starting with a
his Soviet-made Zil limousine for the
A senior White House official, who
flight from Moscow, two wreath-laying
short drive from the Soviet Embassy.
asked that he not be named, said
ceremonies, his first encounter with
Carter was on the sidewalk outside
Carter's purpose was not only to recite
Carter and, finally, the opera.
the embassy to welcome his guest_with
for Brezhnev his positions on key topics
While— attention
focused
on
a handshake and a grin. Brezhnev
but to convey the strength with which
Brezhnev's health, Carter also apreplied with a grin of his own.
be holds his views.
peared tired and gaunt, possibly from
Morning and afternoon talks at the
As the three days of talks got unhis intense pre-summit preparations.
U.S. Embassy were to be followed by a
derway, the American and Soviet
The American president's "ash-pale,
working dinner at the residence of
- presidents were in agreement on at
deeply lined face" prompted one
American Ambassador Milton Wolf, the
least one issue: they should have met
Austrian newspaper to comment that
Carters' host during their four-day
sooner and should g together more
Carter the jogger did not look much
stay.
often.
healthier than Brezhnev "who all his
Summit talks shift Sunday to the
The formal talk opened with an
life consumed huge quantities of greasy
Soviet Embassy, followed by the
exchange of verbal statements
food, alcohol and nicotine."
ceremonial signing Monday of the new
outlining often-conflicting positions on
"To be head of state is always an
.SALT II Strategic Arms Limitation
global, regional and bilateral issues.
occupation of stress," the newspaper
Treaty, capstone of the historic
Carter and Brezhnev exchangedbrief
Kurior said in an editorial. "Apparently
meeting.
pleasantries Friday in a formal call on
more so in the free world than in dicThe state of .Brezhnev's uncertain
Austria's president and shared a box at
tatorships."
es
a glittering first night performance of
•
the Austrian state opera.
They met for their first time in the
splendor of the imperial Hapsburg
palace before paying a ceremonial call
on Austrian President Rudolf Kirchschlaegen. During their brief confrontation, Carter expressed regret
that they had not met sooner. Brezhnev
agreed and said their next meeting
why more gasoline can't be refined and
By TOM RAUM
should not be so long delayed.
that, while supplies will remain tight
Associated Press Writer
The two men cut short their stay at
this summer, he doesn't expect long
WASHINGTON (AP) — Federal
Vienna's famed opera ho e. The ailing
lines in many places. He also predicted
energy officials are summoning major
Brezhnev left at the
àrtl1ission. He
soaring heating oil prices next winter —
U.S. refinery executives to explain why
.was followed less tha a half-hour later
possibly going as high a 80 or 90 cents a
they're not producing more gasoline
gallon in the Northeast.
amid indications that those who don't
In other energy developments:
give the right answers might get less . —The
full House approved a
crude oil to work with.
Republican-sponsored
resolution
In testimony Friday to a House
asking the administration to,document
subcommittee, Assistant Energy
that gasoline shortages are real ana not
Secretary Alvin I. Alm said the adcontrived. The vote was 340-4.
ministration is considering an order
—Schlesinger
announced
adthat would "allocate crude away from
ministration support for a bill to
firms that are not using their refineries
provide up to $2 billion in subsidies for
to full capacity."
coal
oil and other synthetic fuels.
DETROIT(AP) — Ford Motor Co. is
Alm said the president has thisspower
—The Interstate Commerce Comrecalling 223,000 cars and trucks for
under an existing emergency._ fuelmission sanctioned a 5.6 percent sursuspected problems in the braking
allocation law.
charge to help independent truckers
systems.
Energy Secretary James R.
cope with the rising cost of diesel fuel.
. The recall announced Friday was for
Schlesinger said he will "offer inThe agency said it hoped the move
all Ford, Mercury and Lincoln cars —
vitations" to the nation's seven largest
would spur striking drivers to return to
along with all Econohne vans, F-series
refiners to explain why they aren't
the
road.
light trucks with speed control and
using growing crude oil inventories to
—A coalition of industry, labor and
Broncos with speed control — made in
make more gasoline,
academic leaders asked for creation of
North America from Feb. 21 to March
Oil companies lose crude oil unless
a White House mobilization board to
17.
44
they can,justily. why they aren't
tackle the energy problem. The group
That covered about 99,000 vehicles,
producink more gasoline and heating
asserted that existing U.S. energy
according to a statement by John P.
oil, Alm told the House Commerce
policy is plagued by "confusion and
King, manager of service engineering
subcomniittee on energy and power.
chaos."
for the parts and service division.
Charles DiBona, president of the
—The Internal Revenue Service
A stedi pin in the brake pedal
industry lobbying group, the American
issued temporary regulations exenipassembly could work free, causing the
Petroleum Institute, _claimed oil
ting gasohol — a gasoline subStitute
brake pedal to fall off, the company
companies "are running through their
that combines petroleum and alcohol —
said. The pin had not been heat-treated
refineries all of the crude oil that they
from some excise taxes.
by the supplier as it should have been,
can safely run."
—The Energy Department voiced
Ford said, causing it to lose its shape in
But Alm said that though crude oil
continued support for the country's first
use. The supplier was not identified.
imports increased last Week by 800,000
coal gasification plant in North Dakota,
Ford said it discovered the problem
barrels, the amount of oil refined
despite a federal judge's objection to
on an assembly line and had received
dropped from 14.6 million barrels to
the project on grounds the utility's
no reports of accidents or injuries. Pins
14.4 million barrels a day.
customers should not have to foot the
will be replaced at no charge.
Alm said there's no apparent reason
bill.

Federal Energy Officials

Call For Explanations

223,000 Trucks,

Cars Recalled For
Brake Problems

lbws
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Stubblefield House
To Be Added To List
of-Historical Sites
The Stubblefield house in NeNA
Concord is one of seven sites in west
Kentucky recently approved for listiN
on the Survey of Historical Sites
Kentucky.
The other sites are the Ben F. Carr
Jr. House, 203 Second Street, Fultc
and five archaeological sites in Hopkins
County. •
A4gitions are made in one .of three
wag! cciuhty -rffresentatiVe of the
commission submits a fecommendation, an interested indiuidual or
group recommends it or the ongoing
historic and prehistoric surveys conducted
by
commission's
the
professional staff produce new sites
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NEW BUSES — The Calloway County School System purr based eight new buses
for tots f about $143,000, according to Dr. Jack Rose, school superintendent. Each bus seats 65 passenge
rs, has a Chevrolet chassis, a Wayne
body,air brakes, power steering and automatic transmission. Pictured
are(from left) Hugh Higgins and Buddy Dunn.
Photo by M.Watson
'f'1"=••
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Events Listed For Community Calendar
Saturday,June 16
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 F.
& A. M. will meet at 7 p.m. at
the lodge hall.

Saturday,June 16
Murray Shrine Club will
'have a potluck picnic at the
Kenlake State Park pavillion
at 4.30 p.m. for Shriners and
their wives or guests.

Murray
Al-Anon
is
scheduled to meet at 8 p.m. at
the Carman Pavillion, College
Farm Road. This is a support
group for families and friends
of alcoholics and for information call 437-4229.

Square and round dancing
will! be held at the Woodmen
of the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.

First annual adult education
graduation ceremony for
Rock-A-Thon by the Youth
recipients of high school
of Brooks Chapel United
equivalency certificates at 1
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium, Methodist Church will be held
-Murray State University:---frtun 8 am. to 1 p.m. at the
church. The concession stand
Saturday, June 16
will be open throughout the
Arts and Crafts Festival will
day
at
a.m.
to dusk
be from 9
Environmental Education
Sunday, June 17
Center, Land Between the
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn
Lakes. _
Farris will be honored at a
reception in celebration of
Last performance of "The
their 50th wedding anTaming of the Shrew" will be
niversary from 2 to 4 p.m. at
shown at 8 p.m. at the New
the Fellowship Hall, First
City-County Park.
Baptist Church. The family
requests that guests not bring
Third
performance of
gifts.
-•Butterflies Are Free" will be
shown at 8 p.m. at the Murray
Lakeside Singers will
State University Theatre.
perfom at Lake Barkley State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
• Twilight *Cabaret and
Lakeside Singers will both
Arts and Crafts Festival will
present separate programs at continue today from 9 a.m. to
Kentucky Dam Village State dusk at/
the Environmental
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Education
/'Center.
enter, Land
Between the Lakes. The
,
Chapter M of the P. E. 0. Country Trend band will play
Sisterhood will have a 12 noon frorp2 to 4 p.m. at the festival.
luncheon at the home of Mrs.
Cheerleading Camp, a
Edward Nunnelee, Mayfield.
summer youth program for
Fish Supper, sponsored
'
by beginner, intermediate, and
Martin's Chapel United advanced twirlers, drum
Methodist Church, willibegin majors, pompom corps, and
at 5:30 p.m. at ,the church. additional areas relating to
• Reservations rniy be made by the high school and college
calling 753-6057, 753-5048, .753- band front, opens today at
Murray State University and+
3757, or 7534809.
continues through June 21.
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at old beach area of
--Kentucky Dam Village State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
and
Camp
'Football
Basketball Camp will open
today at Murray State
University and continue
through June 22.

Chain
reaction.
Chains Long and short Wear
them two at a time. Or twenty
two at a time. The more you
wear, the smarter you look. Wear
them plain. Or-add a pendant.
And watch the reaction. From
Speidel, in gold-filled, sterling
and 14K solid gold.

Lindsey'sJewelers
114 S. Rh
griFls

OEM

e are tery pleased to
announce that Kristin
Tinsley. bride-elect of
If ilson has selected
her china, pottery and
crystal from our role piety bridal registry.
'Kristin and Greg will
be married August 18.
1979.

-7-
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The Showcase
121 ByPass
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Divorce Support Group,
sponsored by Conseling and
testing Center, MSU, will
meet at 7 p.m.at Ordway Hall,
Murray -State. --F-or
formation call 762-6851.
County
Murray-Calloway
Swim Team will begin regular
season meeting temporarily
at the Murray Tennis Center.
Team members 11 years old
and over will meet from 8 to 9
a.m., and 10 years old and
under will meet from 9 to 10
a.m.
Monday,June 18
Baptist Young Women of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at the home of Robbie
Key at 7 p.m.

When a Teacher
Had to Practice
What She Teached
DEAR ABBY: I'm 83, in good health, drive my own car
•
ApIP-- and read you faithf0e. In the Alliance. Ohio, Review. _

I

1.
mo
re

Jar

Farmington
Class 1929
Plans-Event
The 1929 gradauting class of
Farmington High School will
hold its 50th anniversary
reunion on Saturday, June 23,
at 6:30 p.m. in the fellowship
hall of the Farmington Baptist
Church.

Further information may be
obtained by contacting Mrs.
Jewell Sutherland at 247-2493.
Mayfield.

Penny Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Helen Cole at 1 p.m. •

I'd like to share something with you that I've kept
many years. Perhaps you'd like to put this in your"My.How
Times Have Changed" file.
It was published in the Cabell County (W 1/a.) Board of
Education's school bulletin in 1915:
RULES OF CONDUCT FOR TEACHERS
1) You will not marry during the term of your contract.
2) You are not to keep company with men.
3) You must be /Rime between the hours of 8 p.m. and 6
a.m. unless attending a school function.
4) You may not -loiter downtown in ice cream stores.
5) You may not travel beyond the city limits unless you
ye the perrfifaSifin of the -chairman of the board.
61 You may not ride in a carriage or automobile with any
man unless he is your father or brother.
7) You may not smoke cigarettes.
8) You may not dress in bright colors.
9) You may under no circumstances dye your hair.
101 You'must wear at least two petticoats.
11) Your dresses must not be any shorter than two inches
above the ankle.
12) To keep the schoolroom neat and clean, you must:
sweep the floor at least once daily; scrub the floor at least
once a week with hot, soapy water; clean the blackboards at
least once a day, and start the fire at 7 a.m. so the room will
be warm by 8 am. Just sign me...
AN OLD TIMER

Willing Workers Class c:
Sinking Spring Baptist Chur(
will meeet at the home c"
Carolyn Carroll at 7:30 p.m.

Plans are being made to
duplicate the menu which was
class'
the
at
served
graduation banquet. There
were24 members of the class.

Youth Group of Memorial
Baptist Church will leave at
5:30 a.m. for their trip to Six
Flags.

'Dealt-14141.
By Abigail Van Buren.

Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &
Twilight Cabaret w
A. M. will have a potluck perform at 8:30 p.m. in the o.
supper at 6:30 p.m. and beach area of Kentucky Dai.
regular meeting at 7:30 p.m. Village State Park.
at the Masonic Hall.

Patty Young and Rick Barrow
Patty Young and Rick Barrow announce their engagement
and forthcoming marriage planned for Friday, June 22.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Mrs. Ruth Mason of
Fairfield, Ill. She is a graduate of Fairfield Community High
School, and of Memphis State University, Memphis, Tenn.,
where she majored in nursing. She is employed by H. S.
Jackson, Jr., PSC.
The groom-elect is the son of Mrs. Billie Faye Barrow of
Mumulioute 7 and of the late Alda C. Barrow. A graduate of
Calloway County High School, he received his nursing
major degree at Murray State University. He plans further
study in the field of anesthesiology in the near future. He is
now employed by the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A private wedding ceremony will be held at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Duncan, 1204 Doran Road, Murray.
After the wedding an open reception will be held at the
North Branch of the Peoples Bank, North 12th and Chestnut
Streets, Murray,on Friday, June n,from 7 to 9 p.m.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the reception.

DEAR OLD TIMER: Those "rules of conduct" round
more like a prison sentence than a teacher'. contract. Fortunately, time. hare changed!
a
DEAR ABBY: My husband sometimes gOes to topless
bars with some of his buddies. Uln sure he wouldn't Cheat on
me; he just likes 'to look. "
He comes right home, and I know he loves me; b'UT I still
don't like the idea of him -going to topless bars. What is your
opinion?
JEALOUS IN BALTIMORE
DEAR JEALOUS: It doesn't matter where•man weeks
up an appetite as long as be comes home to eat.

HEALTH

Persons may sign up today
for Red Cross Swimming
program at Kenlake State
Park. For information call
Debbie Hoffman,354-6205.

DEAR ABBY:
sure you've heard a lot of men complain
because their wives are cold and unresponsive.
May I tell you about my marriage?
My husband and I both work. In the evening I try to draw
him into a conversation by asking about his work. His
answers are short and dull. I try to generate conversation
by telling him about my work, but he's clearly bored.
I've tried to discuss the news, politics; and even make
small talk about people we know, but he cuts me short and
picks up a newspaper, magazine or turns on the TV.
On Sunday he likes to stay home and watch whatever
sport in on TV. After that more TV. Then he starts looking
for an affectionate bed partner. Abby, I wonder how many
women can get turned on by a stranger she hasn't talked to
all week?
ICE-COLD CONNIE

Eczema since birth
Law-ence E. Lamb,M.D.

Tuesday. June-I9
Monthly luncheon will be
held at 12 noon at the Calloway
County Public Library with
program by Twilight Cabaret
group. Reservations should be
made by Monday,June 18.

DEAR DR. LAMB — My
son has had eczema since
Christian
National School of
birth. We have doctored it
Music I formerly the Stampsmost of this time and always
when he was a baby. The
Blackwood Schaol of Music)
pediatrician said he would
opens today at Mursay State
outgrow it but he's 31 now
University and continues
He clears up sometimes
Martin's
Chapel United
through June 29.
and then breaks out on his
Methodist Church Women will body, hands and in his hair.
Monday.June 18
meet at 7 p.m.at the-church.
He was given shots for years
Lunch
Swim Party and Sack
and still takes them but we
for pre-school through fourth
Murray Assembly No. 19 -really can't see very much
grade will be held from 10
help from them. As a baby
Order
of the Rainbow for Girls and a child we tried to watch
a.m. to 12 noon at the Murray
Country Club. Each member will meet at 7 p.m. at the his foods.
Masonic Hall.
What is lacking'.' I had a
may invite one guest.
poor diet before his birth.
Bluegrass State CB Club is Isn't there some way one
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
can correct this? I insisted
Dexter Senior Citizens will
the club room over Wallis meet at 10 a.m. at the Dexter on good foods thereafter We
have three daughters and
Drugs, North side of court Center.
they have no problems.
square.
What could he take to help
his system and is there a diet
Srilfrrrik-se *lira
he could follow?

*

7534541

Tuesday, June 19
Monday,June 18
Parents Anonymous will
Ellis Center will be open
meet at 7:15 p.m. For in- from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. fur
formation call 759-1792 or 753- activities by the Murray
9261.
Senior Citizens. For it formation call 753-0929.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
Murray TOPS (take off
North 7th and Olive Streets.
pounds sensibly) Club Li
scheduled to meet at the
of Health Center at 7 p.m.
Society
Humane
Calloway County will hold its
quarterly meeting at the
Tuesday, June 19
Calloway Public Library at 7
Lakeside Singers wi I
p.m. with officers to be perform at Kenlake Stat++
elected. The board will meet Park at 8:30 p.m.
_
at6p.m.

Young And Barrow
Wedding Planned

DEAR READER
The
first question is the diagnosis. You need to be sure that
it is simple eczema that your
son has. If that is the correct
diagnosis, I suspect he is
going to have to live with it
all of his life. It's true that
some children or infants
have eczema as •a child and
it disappears. In such in.
stances it's often related to
an allergic reaction to cow's
milk. In other instances it's
onset is associated with the
introduction of wheat cereal
into the diet or eggs.
You need to understand
that this is an inherited
condition. Incidentally, it
has nothing at all to do with

PATIENT AT PADUCAH'
Miss Janet Tripodi of
Murray has been dismissed
from
Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs: Larry Stone of Murray
has been a patient at :the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Pachka
:
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Janice Volker of
Murray has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.

your diet during the time doctors often recommend toyou were pregnant with your tal cessatic(i of baths for
son. At present there is noth- long periods of time. A
ing you can do_ about such cleansing fluid that contains
inherited characteristics no oil or greasy material is
used. instead. It's important
any more, than you can
change the color of your that the air in the house be
eyes or other inherited fea- adequately humidified.
READERS WHO want to
tures.
know how to delay aging of
The primary problem in
the skin and such changes
eczema is a dry, itchy skin
send 50 cents with a
can
DEAR CONNIE: Maybe when he says 'Hello' he's told
caused by this inherited
long, stamped, self-ad- you all be know..
characteristic. The other
dressed envelope for The
skin manifestations — weepHealth Letter number 7-10,
ing, redness, crusting — are
Your Skin: Sun, Aging,.
usually secondary reactions.
Do you wish you had more friend.? For the secret of
Spots And Cancer. Send your
These May be from an infecrequest to Dr. Lamb, in care popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular;
tion directly related to the
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send $I with a long,
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
scratching and irritatiOn-of
1551, Radio City Station. self-addressed, stamped 128 ceatal envelope to Abby. 132
the skin. One of the promiLasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
New York, NY 10019.
nent features.of the disorder
is the excessive itching that
occurs.
When a person .inhsrita
this characteristic there are
numerous different factors
which Can precipitate an
attack. This might• be con6-1-79
tact with nothing more than
McCuiston, Rt. 1 Farmington,
wool 'clothing. Incidentally, .t The Penny Homemakers Adults 119
Tassanilla Hopson, Rt. 6 Bx.
these people usually do bet- Club will meet Monday, June Nursery 5
295, Murray, Mrs. Bernice M.
ter wearing clothing made of
18, at 1 p.m. at the home of
No Newborns Listed
Cain, 806 Memorial Dr. Paris,
cotton fibers because they
Mrs. Helen Cole.
Dismissals
Tenn., Mrs. Kathy L. Wrye,
are less irritating . to the
Plard for the meeting were
Mrs. Cathy K. Wilcox and 1213 Melrose, Murray, Jo
skin.
When a pc skin has infec- made at the May 21st meeting Baby Boy, Rt. 1 Bx. 362, Anne Roberts, 623 N. 4th St.,
held at the home of Mrs. Ruth Murray, David Earl Downey,
tions, reddening and other
Murray, Mrs. Mary Mavis
problems, the first goal in
Parker who presided and gave Rt. 8 Bx. 595 Murray, Mrs.
McColl,
Rt. 7 Bx. 517, Murray,
treatment is to correct these 'the devotion.
Judy A. Graham, Rt. 1 Ben- Mrs. Nancy Bell Hicks,
Fern
complications. This may inA review of the book, A Man ton, Kathleen Lee HigginTerrace Murray, Carlie
volve taking antibiotics.
- -Because the- problem is Called Peter by Marshall, was botham, 1203 Kirkwood Dr., Thorn, Rt. I Hardin, Mrs.
related to drying of the skin, presented by Mrs. Robert 'Murray, Mrs. Mary S. McCoy, Reba V. Alexander, Rt. 1
it's important to prevent loss Johnson.
Rt. 3 Bx. 257-B Murray, Hardin. —
of moisture from the skin.
Refreshments of sand- Charles E. Windsor, Bit 53
One approach to treatmelit wiches, cookies, and coffee Lynn Grove, Danny
Steve
is to avoid taking baths. In
were served by Mrs. Parker.
•
severely affected people,

Penny Homemakers
Club To Meet On
onday Afternoon

RONAL NEWS

()mums
FINAL WEEK"rfuToN
& 2:30

1 WEEK
ONLY!

Ends Thur.

7:15, 9:20 &
2:30 Sat. & Sun.

Ends Thur.
WALT DISNEY

S THE CANINE COMEDY CAPER
OF THE CENTURY'

MatinesSa &Sun
2:30/Open 2:00

The NORTH
AVENUE
IRREGULARS

PADUCAH PATIENT
Recently dismissed from
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah, was Hassel Shelton
of Murray.

Nee— "The /Alin Event"(PG)
• . Ryon O'N•al, Barbra Streisand
7:15,9.30&11k
2-30 cat
The storyvi iiiliiIIitT'....

irtm

'tril 4iort-si
0.••••••••• fto.e.

r'
. ROBERT CRARTOFF IRWIN WINKLER...,...,
SYLVESTER STALLONE'ROCKY II' TWA SHIRE BURT YOUNG
CARL .
I'VEATHERS BURGESS MEREDITH:— BILL CONTI
FILL BUtrii, IRON WINKLER— ROBERT CHARTOFT
"iyiiitTER

-

8:40 & 4.00Sun

lie are very pleased to
annoursce that Trina
'Vicks, bride -elect of Ken
Cooper has selected her
hina. flatware and
rystal froM our complete bridal registry.
Trina and lion—will be
married .4tigust -1, 1979.

•
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•
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HOSPITAL PATIEN'T
Richard Eldridge of Alm°
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.

Te0111K01.01t. --

'

The original thefticol
version cpf
•
spectacular televitioA film.

PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Recently dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
was Hal Kingins of Murray.
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EDITORIAL

The Japanese Lesson
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What nation leads the world
surplus last year and the
in per capita production .,.of
United States' $29-billion trade
manufactured goods?
deficit for the same period
Of the major industrial counsuggests just how well each
tries, which boasts the fastest
country has met its respective
grew-Wits _ gross
national—ecow:on-lie
_
product?
Chief among the applicable
What nation_ possesses the _lessons cited by Prof. Vogel is
most advanced technologically
the need to stress cooperative
advanced industrial base?
rtther than adversarial
The correct answer to each of
relations between government
these questions is not the
and
the
private-sector
United States, but Japan.
economy.
Japan's per capita producThe Japanese government's
tion of manufactured goods exwillingness to ,use the tools of
ceeds that of the United States
national economic policy -toby 50 percent. Its rate of instimulate exports and help
vestment and GNP growth is
keep key industries commore than double that of the
petitive on- world markets is
United States.
hardly
mirrored
in
Japan's workers, contrary to
Washington-.
the cheap-labor stereotypes of
By way of contrast, whether
a decade-or so ago, now have
on taxes, anti-trust policy, or
more disposable income than
regulation, government and
most Americans.
corporations on this side of the
And, although the aggregate
Pacific are more often at odds
wealth of the Japanese
than cooperating in the ineconomy remains a distant
terests
coordinated
of
second to that of the United
economic strategy.
States, the comparative growth
Few in Washington have paid
curves leave little doubt that
sufficient attention to the
the gap will continue to narrow.
critical shortage of capital
That the Japanese have
available fo,r investment and
registerecrsuch spectacular
the modernization of this coungains in just over three decades
try's aging industrial plant.
since their crushing defeat in
Research and development
World War II is truly
lag partly because of apathy in
remarkable. That they have
Washington, partly because of
done so on an over-crowded
shortsightedness in corporate
island barely the size of Monboard rooms, and mostly
tana 'with almost no natural
because the nation has yet to
resources should command the
grasp the extent to which
admiration of the world.
foreigners have stolen march
It should also, as Harvard
on our traditional technological
Prof. Ezra Vogel notes_in a
lead.„
thought=prov- Oking article in
Japan's enviable record of
Saturday
Review,
stir
labor-management peace conAmericans to a closer
tributes significantly to the
examination of what might be
competitive
advantage
learned from Japan's success.
Japanese products enjoy 1, in
These lessons are parworld markets_ American labor
ticularly appropriate at a time
and management could learn
when the United States faces a
much from this example, but
growing requirement for
few seem interested.
energy and raw material imThe Japanese have always
ports and a concomitant need to
been renowned for their
sell more American products
willingness to copy the West
abroad. After all, Japan's
and improve on what they
economy is built around an
borrow. They are now in a
even greater dependence on
position to return the favor and
imported energy and foreign
Americans would be foolish intrade.
deed to ignore the lessons of
Japan's $20.6-billio
n trade
Japan's dazzling successes.

Letters To The Editor

1932-1938;-T.C. Arnett, 1938-1942;
Prentice Lassiter, 1942-1950: (Owen
Billington served -as Superintendent the
period of time Mr. Lassiter served his
country during World War Two ); Buron
Jeffrey, 1950-1968; William Miller, 19681976; Dr. Jack Rose, 1976 to the present
time.
The above mention from the time of
my remembrance strived to make
improvements in the county education
and I feel fair to them to bring back
some memories of them and the time
they served.

Sincerest Than/is

URE
Dear Editor: .
Now that we have concluded what has
been one of the most unique
Democratic Primaries in Kentucky's
history, I wish to thank those who
supported our effort to win the
nomination for IA, Governor. Although
I lost, I shall always remember fondly
the warm reception that was given me
by the people of Calloway County.
While
we carried the First
Congressional District, the obstacles
that we faced in Other areas were more
than we could overcome at this time.
It would be easy to be bitter or
disillusioned; however, those feelings
are personally destructive as well as
being detrimental to our state and our
party. As we approach the 1980's, we
cannot afford such feelings. I do cot
have them and I hope that those who
not support winding candidates have
them either.
• ,•.
..
We in the Democratic Party have
Chosen an outstanding
nominees headed by John Y. Brown, Jr.
and Martha Layne Collins. It is a slate
that I can and will support enthusiasticilly.
On behalf of my family and me our
sincerest thanks.
' Very truly yours,
I Richard H. Lewis

aid

This information was furnished to me
by Mr. Charlie La4siter and I certainly
thank him for it.
Respectfully submitted for your
decision of value to print.
Wildie H. Ellis.

Bible Thought
And Moses said unto God, Who am
I that I should go unto Pharaoh. and
that I should bring forth the children
of Israel out of Egypt! Exodus 3:11
When we realize that we can do
no good thing in ourselves it becomes
very easy to look to God for total
leach—ship in our day to day living

•

What little regulatory powers for'
Cablevision that are left to cities will be
stripped away if a bill introduced by .
Congressman Lionel Van Deerlin 1DCalifornia
chairman of the House
Communications subcommittee,
passes. The Congressman's bill would
prohibit regulation of cablevision by

a
an governmental authority-federal,
state or local. Tbe bill would remove
not only any right of local çovernment
to regulate rates but
ould also
preempt cities from
mg the
terms upon which local cable 11ervice
would be provided.
Van Deerlin denies this interpretation, which is that of the subcommittee staff, however it seems odd
that hearings for the bill were
scheduled and begun without setting
any time for testimony from local
•government and its representatives.
Another issue raised in this bill is the
possible entry of American Telephone
and Telegraph into the cable field. The
bill, by rescinding a 1970 FCC ruling
that p7ohibited telephone companies
from offering cable services within
their service areas, appears to invite
telephone companies to compete with
cable companies. This would seem at
first glance, to be desirable. But when

Funny,
Funny., World

Fed-up wife Karin Bichel has been
given's divorce because her .husband
Jules rubbed his favorite cheese on his
head after supper each night. He said it
stopped his hair from falling out.
Karin told the court in Bonn. West
Germany: "The smell of cheese on my
pillow made me feel it"

one considers that cable companies
must lease the useL of poles from the
telephone company/ -place their cable
on, one wonders if telephone companies
would then refuse the lease of poles,
thus acquiring a monopoly, just as they
have with the telephone business. True,
the telephone monopoly is regulated by
the Public Service Commission, but we
still have all seen the lack of productivity because there is little incentive
for the company to insist that a
rQsonable amount of work be turned
ou7.' This has resulted in high rates for
uaers, and the results would be the
same in the cable TV business.
We will watch with interest to see if
local government representatives are
-allowed to testify on this bill, or
whether their point of view' towards
having the ability to regulate rates and
other aspects of cable TV will be taken
away by the federal government while
operating under cover of darkness.

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Miirray Ledger & Times
(tiSPS 3M-7001
-Ptibbaher
Walter L. Appemn
Editpr
R. Gene McCutcheon
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John-Ed Scott, local weather observer, said this morning that 5.89
:riches of rain have fallen here from
June 12 at 8 a.m. to June 15 at a a.m.
This is the first rain reported to have
fallen in Murray since May 24_,_
Deaths reported include Johnnie S.
Ahart, 77, Mrs. Ruby E. Bevill, 79, and
Mrs. Daisy Ryan Clark, 83.
Jeanette Cathey, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. H. I.. Cathey, has been awarded
the $200 art scholarship award for 1969
by the Creative Arts Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
Elected as cheerleaders at Murray
High School for 1969-70 were Kathy
Crider, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Crider, Jennie Barker, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Barker, Ruth Titsworth,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Howard
Titsvvorth, Leah Fulton, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Fulton, Cindy
Colson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cletus
Colson,and Susan Johnson, daughter of

Echoes From The Past B

Grateful-To Superintendents
Dear Editor:
I am listing below the Calloway
County School superintendents who
have served the people of the county in
such a wonderful way as far as
education is concerned. Some are still
living and serving and I think the
people should be grateful for having
such fine people to serve as Superintendents.
L.A.L. Langston, 1904-1912; Ms.
Lucille Grogan, 1912-1920; Robert E.
Broach, 1920-1932; Marvin 0. Wrather,

Sitting-At-The Mayor's Desk

By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, June 16, the 167th
day of 1979. There are 198 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1897, the Alaska gold
rush began as news of a rich strike on
Bonanza Creek reached San Francisco
On this date:
In 1774, the first settlement in Kentucky, Harrodsburg, was founded.
In 1858, Abraham Lincoln said in a
speech in Springfield, flI., the slavery
issue must be resolved. He declared,
"A house divided against itself cannot
stand."
In 1920, the Council of the League of
Nations held its first public meeting, at
St. James Palace- in London. •
In 1940, the French Maginot Line was
abandoned to the Germans in World
War H.
In 1963, the first woman space
traveler, Valentina Tereshkova, was
launched into orbit from a base in the
Soviet Union.
In 1977, the Supreme Soviet in
Moscow elected Leonid Brezhnev
President of the Soviet Union.
Ten years ago: The Supreme Court
ruled that Congress was without
authority to bar U.S. Rep. Adam
Clayton Powell of New York from his
seat because of alleged misuse of
federal funds and defiance of state
courts.
Five years ago: President Richard
Nixon visted Damascus, and it was
announced that the United States and
Syria would restore diplomatic
relations.
One year ago: The new Panama
Canal treaties were formally concluded
at ceremonies in Panama attended by
President Carter.. Today's birthdays: Actor Jack
Albertson is 69. Outfielder Ron LeFlore
of the Detroit Tigers-is 27. Hockey star
Derek Sanderson is 33.
Thought for today: Youth comes but
once in a lifetime — Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow, American poet, 1807-1882.

bid% M.Iiipiii

Column of historical and Lyiralogical
unetAites. stories and .ftmoIN 4,qtes.

Peter'
Cartwright

Mr. and -Mrs. Charles Johnson.
Mrs. Ella Garland of Murray Route 3
celebrated her 98th birthday on May 30.
Parker Ford of Murray has been
selected as one of the nation's outstanding Ford dealers and will receive
-the
Ford
Motor
Company's
Distinguished Achievement Award.

20 Years Ago
The Ledger & Times observes its 12th
year as a daily paper today. It was June
16, 1947, that the newspaper left the
weekly field and embarked on daily
publication, after having been
published as a weekly for 68 years.
Donald G. Hughes, son of Mr. and
Mrs. A. L. Hughes of Murray, received
his Doctor of Medicine degree from the
University of Louisville Medical School
on June 7. He will now serve a one year
rotating internship at Charity Hospital,
New Orleans, La.
Frankie Shroat, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jeff Shroat, received his Bachelor of
Science degree in pharmacy from the
University of Tennessee, Memphis,
Tenn., on June 15.
Joe Bailey Dill is the new manager of
the Murray Drive In Theatre.
Elected as officers of the West Hazel
Homemakers Club at the meeting held
at the home of Mrs. Myrtle Paschall
were Mrs. Junior Cook, Mrs. Mattie
Moore, and Mrs. Freda Stockdale.

30 Years Ago

In the early days of Kentucky
could picture hell so vividly that the
religion played an important part in the
startled sinner in his imagination could
The body of S-Sgt. Hugh Grey Erwin,
lives of the settlers. No matter how
see the fiery billows roil along, one
23, killed Jan.27, 1943 while a gunner on
lightly they traveled, when they
after another, hear the ponderous iron
- a Flying Fortress in Europe, will be
migrated to Kentucky, the family Bible
doors open and creak on their rusty
returned here June 20 for the funeral at
was sure to be included. And one of the
hinges, and the rusty bolts slide back
the Methodist Church and the burial in
priorities for the early settlements,
and forth as the lost and doomed were
the Murray City Cemetery.
after basic housing needs had been
shut into the seething lake of burning
Chad Stewart, 170 pound halfback
filled, was for a church. Oftentimes,
brimstone.
from Murray High School. is a member
before a church could be built, services
of the West All-Star High School footwould be held in one home or another of
"Among other things written of him
ball squad which will meet the East Allis the following: 'Mr. Cartwright
the pioneers.
Stars June 17 at Western Kentucky
These were the days of the itinerant
belonged to the church militant, fought
College, Bowling Green.
preacher; he spent most of his time on
gallantly for his religious dogmas, and
Harry Furches, James Glasgow,
the "circuit," traveling by horseback in
had the rare good fortune to conquer in
Jerry Overcast, Frank Miller, Joe Pat
all his battles. Baptists, Reformers,
all kinds of weather, from one tiny
Phillips, Edward Ferguson, Bonnie
settlement to another,- conducting
Unitarians, New Lights, Universalists,
Clubb, Marshall Garland, Gene
services. One of the most well
Mormans and Shakers, all fell under
Williams, and Charles Collie, 'memthe blows of his battle-ax. Nor did it
remembered of these early preachers
bers, and Everett Jones, assistant
was a man by the name of Peter Cartfare better with the blackguards,
scoutmaster, of Boy Scout Troop 45 will
wright. Following is an excerpt from
ruffians and rowdies that hung arpund
his camp-meetings. They. too, sooner - attend camp for two weeks at Camp
Perrin's History of Christian County,
Packentuck, Ozark,
or later, were doomed to come to grief.
about Brother Cartwright, who not
The Rev. and Mrs. • R. A. Stinker
He did not see the necessity of
traveled through Christian County but
announce
the engagement and apmost of Kentucky and Illinois.
theological schools and an educated
proaching marriage of their daughter,
ministry, since, to use his own words,
"His father came from Virginia t,,
Logan County in 1793, and settled near
"God, when He wants a great and • Rebecca Mildred, to Gus Joseph
Robertson. Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Gus
the Tennessee line. After Peter became
learned man, can easily overtake some
R obertson, Sr.
a minister he settled near Hopkinsvillt
learned sinner, shake hirn awhile over
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
hell, as He did Saul of Tarsus, knock the
where he lived until his removal
and Mrs. Joe Morton on June 13 and a
scales from his eyes, and without any
Illinois. He is so well known and thene
boy to Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Scott, Jr., on
previous theological training, send him
has been so -much written about him
June ,13. ' •
to preach Christ and the Resurrection."
that it would almost seem superfluous
A .powerful conviction and a' sound
to say anything of him. . . a few words.
however. may not be wholly uninconversion were held in high estimation
bypi.in, and Allese,jght 4s. begun and
teresting.
'
-Murray stme- college's -registratiod
"He belonged to that old school of
finished in a few hours where the good work was progressing with energy and
pioneer ministers whose sermons were
has been listed_4625 with an additional
power.'
175 at the Training School for the
measUred -by their length, and the
brimstone odor of the awful thun"Peter Cartwright finally removed to' summer,-according to Dr. James H.
Illinois on account of his views upon the
derbolts thudblet fly at the heads of the
Richmond; president.
poor
__Eighty-five members out of a total of
question of slavery. He there lived out a
frightened,
credulous
long and useful life devoted to the caur
congregations. Mr. Cartwright was a
151Tmembers of tihre Murray Chamber of
of his Master."
(ornmerce met in their first dinner
God-fearing, good man in his way, hut

40'Years Ago

meeting at thirgational Hotel onjune 9
with Prof. G. B. Pennebaker as
toastmaster and Dr. Willis Baxter Boyd
of Nashville, Tenn., as featured

speaker.
Claude L. Miller, Calloway Circuit Court Clerk, said today all new applicants for motor vehicle operators'
licenses will be required to take an
examination before licenses can be
issued to them.
Deaths reported this week include
Duke Pettit, 55, H. E.(Harlan ) Barnes,
51; and Bobbie Tucker, 8.
Murray Boy Scout Troop 45, Denver
Erwin, assistant scoutmaster, will
leave June 18 for Camp Packentuck,
Ozark, Ill., for a week.
L. H. POgue will be the speaker at the
protracted meting at the Almo Church
of Christ starting June 16.
Jenny Wren Coleman attended 4-H
Junior Week at the University of
Kentucky.
Marriages announced this week
include Imogene Dulaney to Dewey
Lampkins, Jr., on June 10, and Rovine
Parks to LeAlie C. Boggess on May29.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Sykes and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Carl Eldridge.
Hamburger is listed at 10 cents per
pound in the Kroger ad.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"The Hardys Ride High" !tarring
Lewis Stone, Mickey Rooney, Cecelia
Parker, and Fay Holden.

50 Years Ago
The Calloway County Fiscal Court
voted to set aside $3,000 for the
Calloway 'County Health Unit here.
Members of the court are T. R. Jones,
judge, and Don Nix, Ed Adams, Bun
Outland, Harvey Swift, Joe Colson, T.
E. Yarbrough. and Luther Butterworth,
magistrates.
The tax rate for the city of Murray
was lowered from 95 cents on the $100
valuation to 65 cents by the Murray City
. Council in session on June 7.
Deaths reported this week include
William H. Jetton,68, Mrs Elias (Colla
Jones,54, Mrs. Frank Johnson,64, Mrs.
Susan Robertson Thompson, 40, Gordon
Browning Vanhus, 9, Mrs. I.. W.
Coleman, 46, Mrs. Susie Eaker Parka,
27, Mrs. Adaline Russell, 84. and
Vernon Brooks. 3.
Joe T. Lovett, editor of The Ledger &
Times, and Mrs. Lovett are attending
the meeting of the Kentucky Press
Association at Ashland. Mr. Lovett will
appear on the program.
A swarm of bees settled in the parlor
stove flue of George Morris' home in
the Brooks Chapel community A
neigtibor hived them, and another
swarm has settled in the same flue
Marriages announced this week
include Dorothy Caplinger to John
Rowlett on June 12 and Mae Rogers to
Audree M. Thomas on June 8
Craig Outland was :honored al .a.
dinner on his 45th birthday on June 9
7 %Wick on the location of the new Gulf
Oil Station at Main and Sixth Streets,
Murray. was started last ‘seek. The
Ben Schroader residence is being
moved onto,the ad)oming 10t north to
make room for the statumr
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Basil Bacon, Springfield, Mo., took top honors at the
B.C.A. tournament Saturday and Sunday, June 8, 9. Bacon
came in with a total of 37 pounds four ounces of bass.
Bacon is an employee of the Wood Manufacturing Co.,
the manufacturer of Ranger boats, Bacon caught his fish
on a grape Sportsmans super floater'worm, on Barkley
Lake. Bacon said he won the B.CA. tournament last year
on the same bait in the same location.
111111111115

Todd Bradshaw, Murray, was proud of this new Fisher Name boat, trailer, and the
9.8 Mercury outboard motor he received for having the
most pounds in the to division
of the B.C.A. tournament. Todd had a total of 22 pounds tor the two day tournament.
Todd is the 17 year old son of Mr. and Mrs. Ted Bradshaw of Murray. Todd had one
lunker which weighed five pounds 10 ounces.

.

Winners of the HI division of the -MCA.tournament held Saturday and Sunday,June _
8,9 were left to right Basil-Bacon. Springfield, Mo.,first place with 37 pounds four ounces; Jim Nolan, Bull Shoals, Ark., second place with 36 pounds 10 ounces; Geotge Bowman, Dumas, Ark, third place with 36 pounds; not pictured were, David Hutcheson, Paducah, fourth place with 35 pounds 11 ounces;•Hugh Massey, %Wray, fifth
place with 31 pounds eight ounces.

ir B.C.A. Tournament
Held June 8,9

-11
111111111

1111 '
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Ron Cobert, Mayfield, holds a six pound four ounce
lunker which helped him place 12th in the B.CA. tournament.

Basil Bacon, Springfield, high winds, but most of the
Mo., took top honors of the Hi fishermen seemed to have
division of the B.C.A. tour- liked Barkley Lake best.
nament held Saturday and There were many large bass
Sunday June 8 and 2. Bacon in the five to nearly etghtweighed-in a total two-day pound class- caught during the
catch of 37 pounds four oun-. two days.
ces, only 12...ounces have
Todd Bradshaw, Murray.
second place. This year ran away with the first place
seemed like a repeat of last_ honors in the Lo division with
year because Bacon took first a two day total of 22 pounds.
place then with the same bait The closest anyone came tc
and in the same location. him was Lloyd Warnecke with
Bacon was fishing a Sport- 16 pounds 13 ounces. For his
:
smans super floater grape two days of fishing Bradshaw
worm on Barkley Lake. He is took home a 14 ft. Fisher
an employee of the Wood Marine heat, Holsclaw trailer
Manufacturing
Co.• the anifa 9.8 horsepower Mercury
manufacturer of Ranger outboard Motor, valued at
boats.
over $1,Q00. Bradshaw'is the
Both days of the tournanient seventeen year old son of Mr.
were extremely hot and had an Mrs. Ted Bradshaw of
Murray,
TOP 10 HI DIVISION
I. Basil Bacon, Mo.,370
2. Jim Nolan, Ark.,36-10
- • 3. George Bowman,Ark.,360
4. David Hutcheon, Ky., 3511
catch fish and keep them until
5. Hugh Massey, Ky.,31-8
they return to the dock or even
6. Bill Schroader, Ky.,30-2
Nine and then don't clean
7. Shortie Evans, Mo.,28-0
their catch.
8. Fred Washburn,lu-,2-i -12
They.actually let these fish
9. John Vinson,Ky.,26-10
die and
en throw them
10. Ron Shearer,Ky.,26-1
away.If yiil don't eat fish then
TOP 10 LO DIVISION
release them as you catch
1. Todd Bradshaw. Ky., 2-0
them.
2. Lloyd Warnecke. 16-13
Happy Fishing!
3. Thom Moss,ni.. 13-12
4. Rick Loyd,Ky., 12-8
5. Jim Morton, Mo., 11-15
6, Kevin Forhrkolb, Ill., 1114
7. Keith Aschieris, Ill., 10-0
8. Kermit Keim, Ill.. 9-14
9. Jim Fleming,Ill., 8-6
10. Don Nichols, Ky.,8-5

Jim Nolan,- Bull, Shoals, Ark., brought in a four pound 14
ounce bass, a five pound four ounce bass and several
others to take second place. Nolan was using a, Sportsmans super floater worm, and a Blakemore jig with
a
chartreuse Twister (railer. Nolan is employed by the
Wood Manufacturing Co., the manufacturer of ganger
boats.

Ron Shearer, Hardin, had the big bass for the first day
of the B.C.A. tournament with this seven pound 13
ounce lunker. Shearer said that his big fish came from
Barkley Lake on a six inch Ding-a-ling worm, using a
special technique of his own he called 'skipping a
worm.'
sit

Ming line

Any *open's
I saw several nice stringers
of crappie taken on both
Barkley and Kentucky lakes
last weekend. They were on
the deep drop-offs and hitting
minnows and jigs. There were
a few females that had not
completed spawning but this
is normal:
Sauger fishing has been
super good for three weeks
and it looks like we will be able
to count on them for another
summer. There are several
ways to-take -sauger during
these_ hot water months.
Trolling is probably the most
favorite but if the gas problem
isn't settled soon we may have
to discontinue this practice.
Casting and still fishing with
minnows are popular beca_use
a person can catch several
different species of fish using
either of these methods.
A good locator is very handy
in screening,the ledges and
holes for fish that are
suspended. It will save you a
lot of time and guesswork.
Conditions
are
more
favorable now for a willow fly
hatch so get your light tackle
and fly rods ready.
We seem to be blessed with
an abundance of blue gill and
longeers this year. If you have
been bass fishing lately I am
sure you have seen these fish
pecking and even striking a
lure much larger than
themselves.
If you place a popping bug
or tiny spinner near any brash

or treetops there will be
something hit it.
Sunfish have a very unique
flavor and they are worth the
trouble it takes to prepare
them for a meal.
If you catch very many at a
time you would be wise to use
the
automatic
scaling
machines in cleaning because
they really come out ready for
the pan.
I remember a few times
when the Shelton boys would
bring a washtub full of sunfish
to the Irvin Cobb and use the
machine there. I don't know if
they std1 - have one since
Charlie came.
Catfish are still on the move
in the deeper waters so if you
are wanting to do some night
fishing, work the rocky points
and creek channels at the
mouth of a cove or bay.
Black bass are in the
shallows much of the time now
so take time to work a place
completely.
Plastic worms and many
various top water lures are
producing very good catches.
Whenever a bass completes its
spawning or as some bassers
would say "comes off the
nest" it will go on a feeding
spree that lasts for several
days.
Taking this into consideration a fellow should be
able to put a limit of bass in
the boat if he works at it.
It has been brought to my
attention that a few people

J1

Hugh Massey, Murray, had a nice lunker the second day
of the B.C.A. tournament. The lunker weighed-in at five
pounds eight ounces.

Photos And Story By Mary Barrow
Compliments
Of

RESTAUitANI

Donnie Boyd, Murray, went to Barkley lake Saturday
June 2 and came in with 60 nice crappie.
Photo courtesy of Murray Bait Co

South 12th Street

Murray, Kentucky

753-4111

EROUT
ilAIis
RRU
sssss
7
s86988.86E87171

WATSON'S
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

203 E. Main

So. 12th. St.

GRAYSON McCALIRE

Take 94 foss out of Murray tx 2 mdes Turn r,ght on 280
Follow 280 for 7 mit% post Bonner s Grocery Take
blocktop ,nto Ponoromisfand folfow blocktop to your rIght

Shipwash
Boat'N' Motor

111114b
SPORTING GOODS

759-1208

Shores on Kentucky Lake

DON McCIURI

"BETTER IN THE LONG RUN."

• Fish Market

appy
Holida
Travel,
y
Inc
Panorama

1.8. Warren, Knoxville, Ark., iaught this
sit pound 10 ounce lunker the second day for the big bass
of the day. ,
Warren placed 14th in the tournament.

Open Mon. thru Sat.9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

We Sper ,of're In Kentucky Lake Co't''r

Telephone,502-436-5483

759-1872

Venture

A Iterm,...
Soot's

\On Ledbetter Creek at

Kenlake State Park

6

ran's,AMC,Jeen

•
•
•

Kenlake Marina
•
•
•
•
•

Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Pontoon I Ski
Rentals- Guide ServicetCovered StorageLaunching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
Rt 1 Hardin

t502) 474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171

•
•

4
1

•
'•
•
•

Thornton
Body
shop
24 Hour Wrecker Service •

Hwy.641 North
753-6448
gp=41=4,1==xpc=4«c=4

•
•
•
.•

2112 Coldwater Rd Murray,Kv,
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
We Appreciate Your Business"
•
•
•
h••••••••••••••••00000•0000000••••••••••i

753-7404

641 Super Shell

•
•
•
•

'Where "Service Is Our Business

_

-

Hw,641 South

r753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

irok-wsirsoositseitweisrassiorykwooswrssviorias.
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URW local 665 and the General Tire Co. held a team tournament out of the old
air
strip on kentucky lake-Sundr,Aajiine 9. The winnels wae lefty) right: Mike Ernstburger,
Murray, Kenneth Bucy, Murray, first placer
tsit.,"
.. 2....., Mtwasyri‘eniiii M.:sr_gene
second place; frank Darnell, Brewers, jerry Weaver, Aurora, third place; in a tie Jur
fourth place was Morris Camp, Murray, Jerry Wade, Mayfield, And Byrant kerns,
I Mayfield, hie Cope, Mayfield. .
. _.

There have been rabies skunks isn't always effective,
Rabies is generally tran- Says. But state agencies such means of keeping skunk and
outbreaks reported from at Bruna adds.
smitted from one animal to as the Department of Fish and fox numbers in check," Bruns
least two central Kentucky
Children, particularly those another
or from an animal to Wildlife Resources do not says. "Recent increases in fur
counties this 'Spring, and in in rural areas, should be
man by the saliva from the have the manpower to carry prices have made trapping
both locations rabid skunks warned about the dangers of
diseased animal, usually out large scale programs of profidto
ab
nle,
tha
buvte.a
enpopa
ugrehnftl an
d
we
have been found.
trying to • adopt- wild
through a bite. But the virus wildlife control.
sfill
fox and
The skunk is responsible for animals, Bruna says. Since an
can enter the skin from any
"Right now the fur trapper skunk trapprs in some
many eases of rabies in the animal with rabies eften does
open would which the saliva represents the most feasible sections of the s(ate."
wilds, according to Joe Bruno, not exhibit the fear of man
contacts.
director of the Department of that is normal among wild
Anyone
bitten
by a
Fish and Wildlife's game creatures, children (and some
suspected rabid animal or
management division.
adults) sometimes think the even coming
in close contact
-Skunks, along with foxes, animal is a lost pet.
with one should see a physician
represent a reservoir of
The current crop of TV immediat
ely. If at all possible,
rabies," Bruno says. "As shows which depict all wild
try to capture or kill any
_populations of these species animals as cuddly and
animal which attacks a person
increase, the chances of loveable doesn't help the
or a pet. Health department
--rehieiotii6;seaks aliti-go up." -iiblk".41--aaY," Bnlaa-add
K=';:aglicialls "t.6.6.4note _positive
All skunks, even those ob.- !_Tte chances are- that any
_determination of rabies and
tamed from a pet dealer, are wild animal which allows
a decide whether the individual
potential .carriers of rabies, person to approach it is sick,
needs to take the painful
Bruna says. These animals either from rabies or one of
series of shots. If the animal
can carry the rabies virus for the many other wildlife
cannot be located, the victim
six to eight months or longer diseases which can be tranof a bite usually must undergo
without exhibiting' any smitted to man."
the rabies treatment as a
symptoms of the disease.
Any animal which appears
This means that even a suspicious should be reported precaution.
Reducing populations of
Tom Rushing,let,and Dan Roberts,both of
"deodorized" skunk bought to the authorities - either the
Murray,had
foxes and- skunks- -will êbi„ fx3ht wbsn thiVigh
a pet store couTd devekip
health department, the
t-this.-22 pound catfish -OW
the disease months after it is local conservation officer or generally decrease the troate while on vacation this week
number
of
rabies cases, Bruna
purchased. Immunization of the sheriff's office.

GULF HAS LOIN TIRE
PRICESEVERY DAY!

Kenneth Bucy, Murray,
holds the three pound two
Mike Ernstburger left, and Kenneth Bug, both of
ounce bass which took him
Murray,
show their fish which won them first place in
the. Big Bass place in the
the
team
toilinameni.
team tournament._
•AtIONIINIMINAWAINO0010111110
,
-
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Trout Release
Etsy Department ,
Fish it Wildlife

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frannces Drake
FOR SUNDAY,JUNE 17, 1979

What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
According
to
Gerald the stars
say, read the
Alexander,
conservation forecast
given for your birth
/officer for Calloway County,
Sign.
/. the Department of Fish &
Wildlife will be stocking the ARIES
ev,r -Cer.•
following Kentucky waters ( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Romantic interests and
with trout.
Casey Creek in Trigg creative projects go well, but
County at 1 pin. Thursday, be protective of health. A
June 21, with 1,250 trout. misunderstanding.could occur
Claylick Creek ih Crittenden among relatives.
County at 4 p.m. Thursday. TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20) titfair
June 21, with 1,250 trout.
The limit on trout in eight You may tire of the social
Enjoy
relaxing
and eight in possession. There scene.
is no size limit on trout but you moments with hobbies. Don't
must have a trout stamp let someone twist your words.
which may be obtained at the Get enough privacy.
GEMINI
court house.
(May 21 to June 201

no,

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
n.a v

31

4

r

FOR MONDAY,JUNE 18,
1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) er
Job-related
depression
possible. A family member
may have a unique suggestion
re property matters. Trust
intuition in the late p.m.
TAURUS
r Apr. 20 to M4 20)
You may feel discouraged
about romance or children. A
talk with a close one provides
an innovative solution. Rely
on help from family.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20)
Restrictive influences of
family may dampen spirits or
cause a change in social plans.
Partners are supportive. New
work techniques click.
CANCER
(June *I to July 22
-Disappointment re career,
venture may cause complications. Be adaptable and
rearrange work schedule.
Enlivening conversation lifts
spirits.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug, 22) tel
Financial worries could
dampen your philosophy of
life, but a talk with a romantic
interest brightens outlook.
Revamp financial thinking.
VIRGO
Fir)I is
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)"v
. Worry is not the answer for
a financial dilemma. Talks
with friends remind you of
other important things in life.
Be a pod listener.
LIBRA
•
.1Ln.
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)inner doubts could cause
outward problems, especiatiy
with close ones. Be alert to
new financial opportunities.
listen to ideas of partners,
allies.

If you've been limping along on
wornout tires simply because you've been
waiting for-a sale. here's some really good
news! At your participating neighborhood
Gulf dealer, you'll find low tire
prices everyday!(365 days a year.) Yes,

e

Accept invitations. You
should be the life of the party.
Charm and persuasiveness
enhance
relationships.
However, don't get coy.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Socializing could lead to a
business opportunity. Don't
underestimate self. You may
have to say "no" to a family
member.
LEO
July 23 to Aug. 22)44
021'
Visit those at a distance for
enjoyable times. Be careful of
overspending. Don't get
caught in late night traffic.
Get early start
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) "r
You may turn down a
friend's request for a loan.
Mixing business with pleasure
should be profitable. Be
sociable.
LLBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22?A loved one may introduce
you to some new friends. The
climate is right for love,
socializing and enjoyable
hobbies. Be gracious.

nds-emas-ter

EDO

SCORPIO,
(Oct 23 to Nov. 211 In,
A pessimistic friend's in- SCORPIO
fluence is contagious. Pay no (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) ril
,e1
attention to cynics. A solution
You'll get enjoyment from
will be found to work-related
handling a special assignproblemS.
ment.
Pride
in
acSAGITTARIUS
complishment spills over into
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
other areas of life.
Trust intuition for new SAGITTARIUS
presentation of creative work. (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21))
er
Don't let higher-ups dampen
A time to furthur the cause
your enthusiasm about the of love. Leisure time activities
merit of a venture.
should bring special joy. Stay
CAPRICORN
clear of a jealous or sarcastic
(Dec. 22 to Jan:-MTV
friend.
Don't be too critical of your CAPRICORN
own work efforts. A per- (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)14
A home beautifying project
fectionist attitude is selfdefeating. Socializing will do should keep you happily occupied. It is not a bad time to
you a world of good.
AQUARIUS
buy new furniture or make an
important domestic decision.
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A fear of being hurt works AQUARIUS
•••••••••
against your interests. Awk- ( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) ""•""wardness in presenting
Local visits afford romantic
viewpoints disappears with opportunities. Relations with
encouragement from a friend. others are enhanced. Forget
about someone's unfair
PISCES
(Fo. 19 to Mar. 20)
re a work project.
Parthers Or close allies iniaf PfSCEN.
--be lukewarm towards your (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
ideas: Don't get discouraged,
Entertaining at home
and avoid a self-destructive produces happy - results.
spending spree as a salve to Shopping expeditions may
lead to valuable finds. Be less
your hurt.
YOU BORN TODAY are critical of a loved one.
humanitarian and attracted to
YOU BORN TODAY are
law, politics and public service. In business, you can multi-talented, but often set in
succeed in administration and your ways. You're liable to
as head of an organization. experiment before settling on
Your best success comes with a career, and are inclined to
the development of social be opportunistic. In business,
conscioushess and through a you'd make aii excellent
willingness
to
assume banker and are talented in
responsibility. Though you do managing others' affairs.
not like to take orders, you Both . artistic and scientific,
should learn to. work with you can succeed as a writer,
others. Inclined to mental lawyer, statistician, scientist,
occupations, you'd 'excel'as a and archaeologist: inclined to
lawyer, writer, *tic, and art and music, you'll also find
business consultant. You can 'happiness as an actor, writer,
succeed in the arts„music and or teacher. Avoid a tendency
thc stage. Birthdate of: to go to extremes- and
Richard Boone, actor; and moodiness. Birthdate of: Igor
Paul McCartney, songwriter Stravinsky, composer; Dean
Martin, actor; and John'
and rod- star.
Hersey, writer. '

low prices on quality tires
that are constructed for the long haul.
When you shop participating Gulf dealers
you can be confident you're getting a
good deal on a great tire. Just check these
everyday low prices! And start saving today!

rvIsemaster

FOUR PLY BIAS

BELTED BIAS

619ckwao
SZE

A dependable, popular-priced
tire Four ply polyester cord
body.
WHITEWALLS 33 00

MORE PER TIRE

SIZE

FE T

SIMI°
A78-13
stia
$19.95
60)-12
1.44. 1411
I
078.13
las
C18-14
. LSO
29.95 _
178-14
2.10
32.96
1:78-14
2.22
33.65
678-11
2.3i
36.96
17
1 178-14
2.91
35.96
*0-1
15
i AO
29.96
600-15 _,_ trr
26.95
6243-15
2.44
37.95
H78-15
2.415 '39.96
1:76-15'
641
3716 _,
L78-15'
LS
44.54
•heallabie only ,n .tutewar

FIT

SUNTED

878-13
C78-14

$1.44
$29.95
Lei _ 36.96_
178-14
2.21
40.96
F 78- 11 _ _ _ 2.34 _ .43.96
678-14
-3 _. 45.011
-2.1
178-14 - 279
4695
478-15
140 _ 39.96
G78-15 4_ 2.50
4596

H78-15

am_ seas

_ _ _ _ 3.42
'.)78--15
_ _ _
52.06_
1-28-15
52.06
3.11

Good mileage at a medium
price. Two fiberglass belts
over two bias polyester
cord body p+ies.

/

95*

/

,
/

I

1

/

t
SIZE: A78-13 EET $1.62

SIZE: B78-13 FET. $1.86

fiiilsemaster

36,000 MILE
STEEL RADIAL
SIZE

A lower cost radial tire alternative Two wide steel belts
over two radial polyester cord
body plies

F T

E5175- 43 1794-13 • 81.94
AR78-13.165R-13
1.51
0R78-14
227
1878-14 18511- 14
2.34
FR78-14 1959-14
2.55
GR78-14 205R-14
2.115
78-14.'215R-14
215
8978-151659-15
1.36
2.54
GR78-152091-14
1.76
115/8419215f1-15
2.94
iir78-1522541-15
3.14
LR78-15 235R-15
3.30

SUW.STED
RETAIL
$39.95
39.96
52.96
53.95
54.95
62.95
66.95
51.95
56.36
0696
$6.96
7!.96
73.96

4,14
it$‘N
T.1A
C°0
‘
1
Our best mileage getter
Two wide steel belts over
two radial polyester cord
body plies

•

,

„ ,

GULF
45,000 MILE
STEEL RADIAL
SIZE
P78-11179 13
CIR78-14
ERTII 14085R-14
FR78-14 195R 14
76-14.295R-14
4178-14i215R-14
GR78 152055 15
H578-15,2159-15
78_15/2255-15
1.f178-15;23'F

Sur.fitSTED
RETAIL
111.94 $49.95
2.27
61.95
63.96
2.34
2.55
65.95
73.9s
205
ssi
71.95

Ln

mas

2.01
3.14
3

75.95
51.5
53.96

di•

xcriticism

SIZE: BR78 1 75R-13
FIT.$1.98

SIZE: 8R78/175R-13
FE:T. $1.98

--

....
......

......

WHY WAIT FOR A
TIRE SALE?
See these Gulf Dealers for their Everyday Low Prices

University Gulf
"ID" Workman
5 Points Murray, Ky.

, Loett Brothers
Gulf
4th1 Elm Sto.rMur_ray, Ky.

„
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By We Sewn,

Fishing's Four Steps:
Catching, Freezing, Cooking, Eating
Activity surrounding the channels 17-10 feet is an ideal
stately art of angling can be depth). A depthfinder is imdivided into four categories; portant in staying right along
catching, preparing, cooking with breaking idropoff) paint
and eating.
in such structure. Also, you
. Catching is the...mosL slii= might. a. floating . markers
fieultpart of the process, and Aaced down the-edge .of The
volumes have been written on drop to help keep you on
(he subject. The same is true course.
of preparing and preserving
Troll your baits 40-50 yards
fish and cooking them. But the behind the boat. I use 20 lb.
eating part comes easy. Most test with the drag loosely set
everybody I know- has an so an unwelcome snag won't
inborn knack for opening break my line before I can
mouth, inserting fish, pushing stop and go back. Good baits
with a hushpuppy -and_ then include deep-lipped cranksettling Into -a ettesoFchew' baits (Bombers, Rebel Deep
rhythm with rolled-back eyes R's, Wiggle Warts, spoonand a smite7-----plugs) in a variety of colors.
So let's forget the eating end Sauget seem to like plugs with
of the chain and concentrate red on the belly, and white is
on the first three items. -I'm another good color__
going to lay out a few pointers
Again, that bait must be
-on a - good summertime digging in the mud! If it's not,
method for catching fish, troll slower, let out more line,
followed by a new, simple way or check the bait for proper
of preserving them, and course tunig).(
winding up with a special
A strike will feel like you've
recipe for a real taste treat. hooked your bait into a bucket
When the water gets warm of sand. Pressure will be
and fish go deep, I troll. This is sudden and even until you
a good method for taking start cranking the fish in.
sauger, white bass (stripes) That's when you'll feel him
and even largemouths. It's pull. . •
• doesn't require
Trolling'is often as good in
special tackle or boats and can the middle of the day as it is
be practiced anytime in the early and late. Also, you might
day-ml5rning'. noon or night. carry a spare rod loaded with
•Tr011ing is relatively easy' a bait for casting intci surto master, but you must keep facing white bass.
two cardinal rules in mind.
After you get the fish back to
First, out in the lakes sauger "the bank, clean them however
and stripes hang around you like (filleting or leaving
shallow dropoffs adjacent to them whole). Then try this
deep water. The best places to method for preparing your
troll are on the edges of these catch for storage in the
drops Secondly:, baits must be freezer. This method is the
bump
'-Ing the bot*-rn to product of fishing panthers
produce, especially for Bob and Betty' Lemke of
sauger. If you can't feel your
ilbertsville.
lure digging along through the
Cover a cookie sheet with
stumps and mud,you're doing wax paper, and spread your
something wrong.
fish out. If you have too many
To find good trolling areas. fish for one layer, cover the
get a lack topo map and look first layer with wax paper and
for shallow bars and subon other fish and layers as
merged ridges adjacent to long as they last.
deep areas. The best trolling
After the fish are laid out,
spots in Kentucky and Barkley put them uncovered in the
Lakes are on high sides of the freezer for 4-6 hours, or long
banks along the old river enough for them to freeze but

FOUR WHEELING
Twin takes Four Wheeled
Hold Banquet And Elect Officers

Bob Lemke prepares fish for his freezer. Lemke's
method of coating his fillets with a thin layer of ice allows
him to keep them loosely in a plastic bag.

not burn. Then take the fish
out, dip them into cold water
and place into a plastic bag:
When dipped into the water,
the fish pick up a •thin
protective layer of ice. The ice
keeps the fish from freezer
burns, and thus coated, they
don't stick together in the bag.
When dinner time comes, you
can just untie the bag, take out
however many fish or fillets
you want, and then put the bag
back in the freezer.
We're getting closer to the
reward for all this effort. Now
let's get to the cooking.
Most people fry or bake
their fish. There are a
thousand different recipes for
preparing the catch, but
here's one I'd bet most people.
haven't heard about. It's far
panfish cocktail, the poor
man's imitation of shrimp
cocktail. The idea's the same;
but the makings are a little
cheaper.
When you've caught your
fish, clean them as soon as
possible. Filleting is the dbest
method for preparing panfish
cocktail since it does away
with the bones.
Dry the meat and keep it
cold. Salt it down and put in a
wire basket. Don't pack the
meat thickly. Suspend the
basket over boiling water and
stem it until it has turned
creamy white, yet still
retaining a firmness. Don't
immerse in water or allow the
— meat to steam until mushy.
After steaming,chill the fish
in the refrigerator for several
hours, and then serve over
cracked ice.
You should also serve it with
a sauce made of the following
Kevin Wade burners-seven year old son of Mary and Earingredients: 1 4-oz can tomato
nest Turner, Murray Route 1, caught this three pound bass
paste, 1 tablespoon vinegar, 1
white fishing at Pine Bluff Shores. Kevin said he was using
tablespoon horseradish,
a top water bait.
teaspoon salt, -(2 teaspoon
black pepper, "2 teaspoon
cayenne (or hot pepper sauce
to taste!.

The Twin Lakes Four those days a few of the tour Yeller and the Desert Dawgs. scared he couldn't breathe,let
Wheelers met this past week wheel drive rigs were barely Dale Spencer's fabled clash alone draw. The Sunday run in
for their annual bzOlquet_beld getting six miles per gallon. with LeRoy in the episode of six below zero weather. Pitt- ----11rongh Mississippi nvirs pze watermelon. Tatlock's. mans bill clip* with the.
ri was something of a shock to
' 'Mut; Wildcat crer*inudflatis;lriumph at-the "-whole hear— bucking Bronco. And more
and more.
realize that this club is now Turkey Creek trail rides, barbecue.
beginning its sixth year of Leatherwood ridge runs,
It was a fine five years.
The day the sky fell out and
activity. New officers were Tennessee swamps, Blood turned
Four
wheel drive has come
to buckets of water
of age. No longer is it unique.
installed. Alvis Leslie is the river hill climbs, and a good where one
rotor button had to
vice
president.
Laura--- many thingselsethe club has bring out three jeeps,. and a Indeed, today the sturdy rigs
Paschall, secretary. Donna come. It pioneered the four new Datsun turned
into a pile aie commonly found nearly
Galloway, treasurer. Kenneth wheel drive pulls, a com- of scrap iron-. The
day five big everywhere. The trails are
Galloway, reporter. Billy petitive event sweeping the tired, super
powered modern more traveled now. The hills
Adams, Louie Williams, nation now.
not quite so high. The imjeeps
mired
down in the
It was one of the leaders intc
Carlos Cook, directors. Yours
possible
a few steps closer to
Tennessee bottomless pit, and
truly is the new president organized offroad dragging. Ronnie
reality. The skill a bit more
Galloway
drove
a
Campouts. Tours. Search and
which was another shock.
worn out old fourbanger right certain. Murphy's law tried. .
past five years have Rescue work. Cleanup days..
tested. . . proven. Poorer in
like it was a highway. The
thru
assistance, great
gone by rather rapidly, but Emergency
some
ways. More settled.
snow race down the
many pleasant memories still especially in the snow choked middle
of
a
hundred
acre
The
field
challenge lingers on
linger on of those times, and winter days. Towing and aid in at night
with
fourteen
The
rigs
beckoning
side
finger of inwe look forward to another the land betond the reach of by .
side.Sharecroppers finity that points out the path
wrecker
service.
It's
en a original
happy year of -continued
display of Gumbo to peacefulness.-To the mecca
association with the Twin full five years.
Mudders on the big Ram- of spirit that exists in the land
,Well do we remember the
Lakes Four Wheelers. .
charger the night he drug the beyond. Time is the modifier
It seems like only yesterday day the tree,. "attacked" the ailing Scout out to
firmer of greatest significance.
that a few of us got together great white Blazer driven by ground_ The
mud
splattered
The time of -five years has
one night4o discuss the for- Sonny Hooks. And the time day in Mississippi.
•
tempered the Twin Lakes
mulation.of a four wheel drive Huie and Spencer went off the
Four Wheelers. Of a truth the
Most of-all, the day yours
club. Strangely enough, that hill in Old Red with the brakes
club has matured.
was during a gas shortage, gone!,Meaty Gardner sitting truly got the hill named after
Looking 'forward, what
and one of the topics discussed there in the seat of his jeep, him, dropping the clutch at
reward awaits maturity'
that night pertained to that In creek water flowing chest high full throttle to mount a furious
as he pleaded for someone to assault and discovering the Where now goes the trail'
pull him out. Highpockets transmission was still in Whatzhill yet remains to be
Rogers wild scramble to the reverse. Lou's foot race with cluntiecr
top of the roll bar when Bobby Shorty. Howard Hill's original
iOns and daughters have
Senviv;;allowaY brought over the pull with the blue fog 318 Goat been born. Those forms of
Of Nay
,,even foot rattlesnake!
that wouldn't die. Ray:Sirnsi recreation which involve the
The great rally when Pete successful attempt to put a full family have ties with et least
Galloway developed three flat size truck thru a tight trail some promise of endurance
crappie late Sunday, June 10. tires and Daryl
Cain turned a that scared bobtails. Hines Four wheelers seem to have a
from the Blood River area.
new CJ7 into a used one duel with the dune buggy. habit of looking ahead. The
gliding through the soupy Mark Paschall's double action way they sometimes drive.
Murray Bass Club will hold mess
with the greatest of ease. traction at Wildcat creek. The that is perhaps a very fortheir tournament Sunday.
Gary Crass's rock slinging day the guy rode through to tunate thing.
June 24, at Little River on
climb into the sky with Ole map the trails and got so
HAPPY FOUR WHEELING
Barkley Lake. The starting
time will be 6 a.m. and the
weigh-in time will be 2 p.m.

miseressmisimmagasemonnille
Dale Spann, Murray, fished
out of Cypress Springs Dock
one da,yts
:
oiveek and came-in
with nine
s. The bass seem
to be scatterepann caught
his fish on worm ,erank baits
and buzz baits.
Kentucky Lake Bass Club
and TVA will have a tournament for the handicapped
children Saturday. June 23. at
Devils Elbow in the 1.131..
Dan Roberts and Torn
Rushing, both of Murray, have
been staying at the lake all
week and doing all kinds of
fishing: The pair have come in
with strings of catfish,
crappie. sauger and bass,
among these was a 22 pound
catfish and a bass over five
pounds.

Mike Goodman, Mayfield,'•
caught nine bss..ne day this
week on Barkley Lahejishing
with a white spinner bait-'.,.
Mason Thomas, Murray,
fished on Barkley Lake
Tuesday, June 12 and brought
in 57 crappie.
. .

t

. •
Jenny Ridge Bowhunterssfield their carp shoot in May with the winners listed below:
left to right, back row, Paul Myhill Murray,first place, most fish; Randy
Lassiter, Murray,
second place; Ray Wilford(not pictured, Mayfield, third place; front row, Don Hayes,
Murray,first place large gar Bud Raspberry, Murray,first place large carp.

--t(p

•

BowiwORK
-

900 Sycamore
1,53-5142

HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
and

Hooks Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires & 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
In The Jackson Purchase
753-6779
410 N 4th
agib.

-

,Storey's

FoodGiarti
. Teresa, left, and Marla Ford, Murray, displays a nice
_catch of 64 crappie, they helped their fafher, limmy
Fold, catch Wednesday,tune 6.
Photo Courtesy of Murray Bait C

Open 7 Days A Week
8 a. m. - 10:00 p. m.
Hwy. 641 So.
,ANIOW;VAXIIIMialveti ,• •
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Hugh Massey, Murray, and
Harold Knight, Cadiz, had a
real good day on Barkley Lake
this week when they brought
in a string of 10 bass weighing
Russell Curd, Murray, 35 pounds. The lunker for the
fished on Kentucky Lake day weighed-in at seven
Friday. June IS, and caught_ pounds nine ounces.
five bass and three sauger.
Ronnie Colbert, Mayfield,
According to Murray- Bait 'caught six bass weighing 20
Co. Donnie and Rosemary pounds, one day this week on
Boyd, Murray, caught 71 Kentucky Lake. .
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BUCKS
BODY SHOP"

.1:74
>40.

Then you're-ready for that
eventful and pleasant fourth
step—the eating. Again, this is
'where most folks are able to
take over for themselves. But
if you have trouble,' just give
me a call. I'll be glad to drop
by and show you how it's done.

sePt.„.1
w2424.

Phone 7S3-8322 -
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Hollywood Comes To Kentucky
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Congratulations — Joe Kennon, left, is pictured here
being congratulated by Ron Talent, manager of
John
- —Smith Gallery of Homes. Kennon has just completed
the
requirements and received his Real Estate Brokers license. Kennon is a sales associate of John Smith Callery of
Homes

How To Avoid Unexpected Appliance Repair Bills

Joe Kennon Receives
Brokers License
Ron Talent, Manager of
John Smith, REALTORS, The
Gallery of Homes, is pleased
to announce that'Mr. Joe
Kennon has completed the
requirements for and received
his Real Estate Brokers
License.

"Hello Hollywood, this is
Clark-Todd said there isn't raised in Butcher Hollow, Ky. The next
hurdle was skeptical bermg 30 to 65 at different filmed primaril
y in New ork.
much wining and dining inKentucky calling."
However, Miss Lynn's opposition of local residents times,
also filmed half the
-Honky Tonk Freewa "an
Recognizing the economic volved in selling Kentucky to Johnson County birthplace is who feared
they would be movie's schedule in Kentucky. English producti
on, will begin
potential
having this glathorous California- now clogged with house exploited by the
in
filmmakers.
The film is scheduled for filming in Florida in October,
moviemakers their produc; based industry. He said the
trailers, television antennae
"Kentucky, and
par- release around Christmas.
but freeway locations in
tions in Kentucky, the state motion picture industry is and power lines — an unlikely ticularly eastern
Kentucky, in
The film commission western Kentucky are under
established the Kentucky "one of the more business-like
setting for a 1940's scene.
the past has been depicted so presently is trying
to interest consideration. Locations from
Film Commission in 1976 to industries. They are a very
So the film commission unfairly," said Clark-Todd.
other movie prospects in extreme western Kentucky to
harness a portion of the efficiency-oriented industry
helped mount a search "up The opposition cooled when it Kentucky
. The most likely is Bowling Green have been
and are aware *OT the cost of
Hollywood industry.
more- hdlloles in eaStern'
01111;:aaianted thefilm fabitlt- "Willy and
Phil," a 20th'touted for "Outlaws," a new The commission's track time — how many dollars per Kentucky than you can be a quality movie
stressing a Century Fox movieto -be film about Jesse
James.
record includes attracting 10 hour it costs to make a film."
imagine," said Clark-Todd. positive view of Kentuckians.
Domestic filming of motion Eventually cars, jeeps, airmotion picture productions,
About one-fifth of the entire
accounting for almost $6 pictures, outside California, 'planes and helicopters were budget of "Coal
Miner's
million in direct revenue for has increased in recent years. all used to isolate a shooting Daughter" was
spent in
"One
reason
is the cost of location in Letcher County. Kentucky. The crew, numthe state, with an economic
impact of more than $20 construction," said ClarkTodd. "It's becoming as cost
million.
Those who- benefit range effective So-find...a location,
from'
—hotel and - motel-- rather than tabuiki
operators to caterers and local stage."
The staff of four at the film
residents hired as stage
hands, production assistants commission acts essentially
as a liaison between the
or actors.
__The film commission Hollywood crew and those
operates like any other local officials or business
division of the Department of people who control services
Commerce, which deals with the crew needs.
Surprises. They're
The commission began children's birthday great for vestment you have in the
Kentucky
industrial
parties. appliance. With a
development. "We operate trying to bring "Coal Miner's But in most other ways, we contract, you'll not service
hesitate
Daughter
,"
don't
a movie about
like them.
like any sales staff," said Tom
to call for service even if
The reason is simple , your problem's a minor one.
Clark -Todd, ex-ecutive country-western singer
TO ATTEND K MART OPENING — Robert E. Dewar,
director of the agency‘We Loretta Lynn,to Kentucky two enough. Surprises usually end That way, problems don't
up costing us money. And get to become major ones.
left, chairman and chief executive officer of the K mart
maintain contacts, advertise years ago,'mainly because most of
us have plans for our
— It allows you to budCorporation, and Carl L. Bloom, vice president for the
and push for repeat business." Miss Lynn was born and money. All of it.
get for household expenses
corporation's central region, will attend the grand
It's not surprising, then, with more confidence.
opening ceremonies at the new Murray K mart store
that increasing numbers of
-t- It freezcs the cost
American families are guard- of service for the duration
Thursday, June 21. ing against surprises in any of the contract. No matter
Dewar, a native of Traverse City, Mich., was elected
way they can. One of those how much inflation
forces
the chairmanship in 1972. He began work with K
to
ways is with service contracts prices up or how many times
mart's legal department in 1949 after graduating from
on major appliances.
you need service, you know
Wayne State University and practicirg for a brief
According to General precisely what the service
Electric, one of the nation's will cost for the year.
period with a
law firm.
largest suppliers of, major
— In 'the case of GE
Bloom, who begin in the corporation's management
appliances, popularity of service contracts, they assure
training program rn 1936, is responsible for mote than
service contracts is rising that your appliances will be
340 K mart, Kresge and Jupiter stores in four states. He
dramatically, by some 25 serviced by a technician
percent a year: Apparently trained by the company
works clo,sely with district managers to see that each
most of those who have made the appliance, and that
store manager tailors the merchandise assortment to
that
bought them are satisfied. you'll get genuine
meet the shopping needs of local customers.
GE points out that a high ment palls, designed replacepercentage of those who buy manufacturer specifica by the
lly for
service contracts will renew your appliance.
them at the end of the first
How much do contracts
year's coverage. „„,/
cost? According to General
Generally, service contracts Electric's Product
can be purchased at the time Department, service Service
you buy the appliances or at prices are based on thecontract
average
anytime before the original annual cost of repair and
warranty runs -out. If you determined product are
by
wait until after the warranty product.
has lapsed, you'll probably
Contract costs
have to pay an inspection fee. area to area also, vary from
simply beOther than the peace of cause it costs more to supply
mind of knowing you'll not service in one area
than in
be hit with an unexpected re- another. Differen
ces
in
pair bill, whit other advantages things as the prevailin such
g wage
are there to a service contract? scales will cause
some geoGE cites the following:
graphical differences in costs,
— It protects)the in-. GE said.
-

After moving to Calloway
County, Kennon began his real
estate carper.

or

Kennon, a resident
Keniana Shores on Kentucky
Lake, has been previously
engaged in the' real estate
business in Calloway County
Kennon has owned and for the past two years.
'operated a construction and
Mr. Kennon's achievement
contracting firm which
specialized in electrical, is illustrative of the continuing
plumbing,
heating, effort of John Smith,
refrigeration, and -home_ REALTORS, t9,/provide the
building. Mr. Kennon sold his community with competent
business
and
joined Real Estate services, and
Westinghouse in sales before -'invites everyone to call them
moving to Calloway County. with their Real Estates needs.

petroit

You're out

Presley's Limo Scheduled
At Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Elvis Presley's limousine,
the last one ever owned by the
great entertainer, will be
displayed at Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc. on Monday.
June 18 from 9 a.m. to 11 p.m.
The limo, a 1973 white
stretch Lincoln Continental
valued at more than 860,000
was made available by J.D.
Sumner, Elvis' close friend
and business associate. Elvis
had given the car to Sumner
as a gift a year before he died.

-I have had so many
requests from the public to see
the car that we are going to
make it available to some
highly select people for
showing," said Sumner who
has spent more than $30,000 to
have a trailer specially built to
transport the car in.
The limo travels in a
specially designed trailer
complete with an elaborate
security system and 24 hour
guards.
-

if you don't

ave clout!

With pleasure, Roberts Realty announces the association
of Lindy Suiter as Salesman with their firm. Mr. Suiter is a
life long resident of Calloway County, Kentucky. He
graduated from Murray High School in 1976 and attended
Murray State University. Since graduation from high
school Linday has been with a land development agency
and is no stranger to the real estate business. He would
like to take this opportunity to invite his friends and
associates to visit him with their real estate needs. Roberts Realty is located at the corner of South 12th Street &
Sycamore and Lindy will be a full time salesman with the
firm.

Paris Merchant
Attends Seminar
ow:
ray,
yes,

Captain D's
FISH DINNE
ALL YOU CAN EAT

FREE
16Oz.
soft drink
You get french fries,cole slaw,
hush puppies and
all the delicious fish fillets
you can eat!

Steve Gallimore of the B. &
• G. Equipment Inc., Paris,
Tenn. of the Allis-Chalmers
dealership attended a dealer's
business management
seminar in Dodge City, Ks.
from June 4-8. The four and a
half days of workshops is
being held on the Dodge City
Community Coll+ campus:
The dealers are participating in a course entitled,
"Management for Results."
MFR is aimed primarily
toward dealer-principal or
owners of Allis-Chalmer
dealerships. The group
studied management by objectives, profit control, basic
accounting systems, advertising and promotion as
well as organization.

When We Think
of Insurance
We Think of
You.

Management for
The
Results series of seminars
was developed by Mr. Ray
Doggett,
manager
of
Educatfon and Training
programs for Allis-Chalmers.
The seminars began in 1978 at
Milwaukee Area Technical
College. The 1979 program has
been expanded and will be
offered at four colleges for
continental coverage;
Modesto (Calif) Junior
College, Dodge City Community College, Milwaukee
Area Tech. and Beaufort
County Technical Institute,
Washington, North Carolina
Dealers attending the DCCC
sessions came from thirteen
southwest states, including
the Kansas City and Dallas
regions.

RANI(

We've Got the Shit,
*

only

by Bill Boyd
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'
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Monday & Tuesday
Murray

Radio Shack Gains
Fitst Million Dollar Store
FORT WORTH, TX — The
first Radio Shack store to net
one-million dollars in sIes for
one year, since the company''
acquisition in 1963 by Tandy
Corporation,
has
been
reported by Radio Shack
president Lewis Kornfeld.
Kornfeld, who is alsoexecutive vice president of
Tandy Corporation, added
that, since the company's
fiscal year ends on June 30,
the actual figure for the
store's one-year sales will be
closer to $1.2 million.i.
James D. Savoie, manager
of the million-dollar store in
Wonderland Center, San
Antonio, Texas, will receive a
special $10,000 bonus for his
achievement, Savoie, 29, has
been a Radio Shack manager
for three years, prior to which
he worked part-time in sales
while serving in the military.
The sale that put Savoie's
store over the million-dollar
mark was a $2800 TRS-80
computer purchase made on
'May 20. Kornfeld revealed
that as many as three other
Radio Shacks could make the
same sales goal by the end of
the current fiscal year.
"We know that $1-million in
sales isn't a fantastic figure
for some kinds of retail
stores," Kornfeld said, "but

mores

Experts claim that we
should overinflate our
tires by about four pounds for a long distance
trip at highway speeds.
slight
overinflation
helps gas /nileage and
also Cilts tire wear, it is
reported.

Save tire rubber by Inflating tires properly and
save for the trip with a savings account.
PEOPLES
c/BANK
SI laity

ay.

Member FDIC

Clout You get it when you
deal through me, an
Independent Insurance
Agent Here's why Because
I m in business for myself. I can
dace your insurance with any

the typical Radio Shack store,
being small in size and limited
to 2400 stocickeeping units, will
average in the $300,000 area.
t when Savoie's store, and a
few---others, ran better than
$700,000 in fiscal 1978, we knew
we could find a rabbit or two if
the carrot"were big enough.
"It appears that $10,000 is a
big enough carrot," he -raneluded.

This Page
Written
For and
About the
Murray
Business
Community

of sev•ral reliable companies
This gives me clout Sincel don't
work for any one company, I'm in
a position to negotiate m your
behalf, picking and
choosing the car,
home, tfusiness, or life
protection that suds
your needs beit •
For help with yoAtiede,
ftIt
call or visit neat

Phone Or See

Bob Billington CPCU
Guy Billington
Owen Billington
Tom Scruggs
Dan Shipley

The

Murray Insurance
Agency
We at the

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to %
JOE KENNON
LINDY SUITER

Snorts
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Purtzer, Nelson Ride Putters
To Open Lead; Watson Is Out
By GEORGE STRODE
USGA.
Hale Irwin, :natching Trevino 73-150.
Included in the pack at 145
AP Sports Writer
'It's not in the spirit of the Nelson's 68 for the best
Irwin, the 1974 Open were a pair of former Open
round
TOLEDO, Ohio — A coupl, game," 'said one red-faced
of the day,stood alone in third champion, may be the man kings, Lou Graham
and Jerry
--of-lopga-Ton
USGA
ttute- The Atheria,_wsre Tom
Watson was down the road anc
Purtzer, 27, and the 31-yearInverness was a rude host
ii7valist-exce
t position Weiskopf, Jim Colbert, Ed
Lon Hinkle was still playint old N_elsorj_ displayed velvet' for
some of the glamour and this is the tournament I Sneed and Dave Stockton.
games with "the tree."
soft putting touches in han- names besides Won.
look -forward to every year; _
Those were the strangt dling the slick, hard, small
Jack Nicklaus, holder of a warned Irwin after his sixThe 63 survivors will be —
circumstances heading int, greens-of Inverness.
record 15 major professional birdie show.
chasing
first prize of $50,000 in
the third round today of tht
Nelson one-putted 10 times championships, just made it
Bill Rogers wits another this $350,000 championship.
79th United States Open Golf for his 4-under-par 68. Purtzer with
77-151. So did Andy North, shot back in fourth place with PortiOns of the final two
Championship.
had nine ote-putters and a no- the defending champion, with 72-143, two strokes ahead
of a rounds today and Sunday will
Toni Purtzer and Lam putter for 69.
74-151.
sixplayer logjam for fifth. be televised by ABC.
Nelson rode torrid putters
And
the
unexpected
Jack Nicklaus, holder of a
'Friday Into the 36-hole lead at --pacesetters were not in awe.of
record 15 major professional
—139, three -under -per-bver-th., --the big guns chasing thera.---chanapi
aaahiparl)aaCniadeir
proud Inverness Club course. — "NO," said Nelson, In- w1th77-1M
. So did Andy North,
Watson, winner cot four troduced to the ancient game the
defending champion, with
tournaments and more than at age 22;"I'm not surprised. 74-151.
$33, this year, headed for I've always felt I should have
"I three-putted five times in
home after missing his first _ played better in Opens. I'm a the first
seven holes," said
By the Associated Press
got under way at Ben Hawes
31 -Staffs.
good driver. Putting has-hurt - Nicklaus; -winless since --OWE
MAWR0,• --Ky.-- - —.--State -Park --with a men's
'•I was terrible. I had nc me before."
Philadelphia last July, 'Mat Events ranging from a golf softball tournament and a
control," said the game's No
Purtzer,hyped by 13 birds in was it."
tourtiarnent to a hot-air gospel music concert on
1 current performer alter two rounds, put it more
Masters champion Fuzzy ''&1116on race are featured in schedule Friday night.
posting his highest round of bluntly. -I'm a good enough Zoeller, shooting
78-155, was the 10-day Hydrofair '79 under
Today's scheduled events
1979, a fat 77 that left him at player to be leading the another casualty.
way at Owensboro, .
included dragboat com152, one shot over the cut.
Open," he said.
Other notables still in the
Hydrofair officials estimate petition, a sailboat regatta
Hinklir-seemed to delight ir
They were the only golfers hiint'Were Gary Player 73-146, that some
45,000 persons will and swim teams from several
playing down the adjoining to better par of 142 on this Arnold
Palmer
73-149, attend the activities, which western Kentucky cities. The
17th fairway, driving over
6,982-yard layout that has reigning PGA titleholder John began
Friday.
balloon race also is set for
5-foot spruce the governing entertained four Opens.
Mahaffey 73-150 and Lee
A - pro-am golf tournament today.
U.S. Golf Association hac
planted to deter such a
"shortcut from the eighth tee.
"I think it's a joke. I was
standing on the seventh green.
looking up at the tee and felt.
'That tree isn't near big
enough," he said.
He birdied the 528-yaol, par5 hole for the second straight
day by cutting the corner.
mach to the dismay of the

wensboro Hydrofair
Events Are Underway

The Follow Through
Reds hurdler Allan McClard completes a pitch during last night's Little League game
against the A's. Results, opposite page.
By Ton) Wilson

Upset
By the Associated Press
INDIANAPOLIS — The
Kentucky boys and the
Indiana girls will be roughly in
the same spot tonight. Both
basketball squads will be
trying to end their opponents'
domination in the annual high
school AllStar series between
the neighboring states.
The Kentucky boys lost both
ends of last year's two-game
showdown, giving the Indiana
All-Stars a 40-21 edge in the
series that began 40 years ago.
In the past 10 years, the
Hoosier boys have won 16 of 20
games. For the girls, it's been a
different story.
The Kentucky girls have
won four in a row and five of
the six games played since
their series began in 1976.
Following tonight's games
at Market Square Arena 6:34
.p.m. EST tipoff for the girlst
830 p.m. for the boysi. the
squads will regroup for the
rematch battles June 23 at
Louisville's Freedom Hall.
"We have good talent." says
Indiana girls" coach Billy
Keller, who
was Mr.
Basketball and played in the
All-Star series 14 years ago.
"We've tried to impress on
the girls that Kentucky has
always been strong and
aggressive in the past and
probably will be again this
year," Keller said.
The Kentucky girls are
•

Bid... Ky. Teams Look For Wins
coached for the third straight that. To me, there's a lot of concerned
with rebounding.
year by Roy Bowling of Laurel pride in Kentucky and Indiana too, and if we
do come alive on
County, who hasn't lost a basketball, and I want to keep the boards,
then size will be a
game to Indiana. And part of it that way."
factor."
the 'Kentucky success, he
All four squads got in a final
Indiana's biggest player is'
says, is the team cooperation.
practice session Friday af- Mr. Basketball Sieve Bouchle
"I've tried to selll them on ternoon at the arena, and the of Washingto
n, who at 6-foot-8
coming in here and doing what Kentucky boys' coach Paul is three
inches shorter than
I ask them to do, whether it's Patterson discounted his Melvin
Turpin of Lexington
playing a minute, a quarter or -team's size advantage as a Bryan Station.
a whole game.- he said.
large factor in the game.
Indiana coach Bill Harrell
acknowledged the size dif-We're going to play them
"We feel like rebounding is ference: but he said, "You
however much we feel -we one of the weakest things we worry about all phases of the
need — whatever it takes to have,- he said. ''We lack game. We just have to pli*
get- the job done. I think they quickness on the front line and our game, like we have In
all want to win the game,and I we haven't gotten on the practice, and let everything
think they've all accepted boards. Indiana has to be else take care of itself."
-

Tigers Lose Again; K.C.
Rallies For Eight In 9th
By HERSCHEL NLSSENSON
AP Sports Writer
The honeymoon is over. for
Sparky Anderson in Detroit,
the long. drought ended for
Tom Underwood in Toronto
and the Kansas City Royals'
seemingly endless ninth inmg. finally — and mercifully
— came to an unhappy conclusion for the Brewers in
Milwapkee.
Anderson, in his second
game and second defeat as
Detroit manager, was booed

Three Days.
Three Dinners.
One Special Price.
TUESDAY
Sszzlin Sirloin Steak Donner

MONDAY
Chopped steak
Dinner

WEDNESDAY
rii,cken Fried
$teak Donner
,•• •

me got
laaioao

Elvis Preiley's Car Is Coming To
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet In Murray

•

any Drink anr1

13a,

SIRLOIN STOCKADE.
Quality that keeps you comire back.
Bel-Air Center.
Murray

during the Tigers' 8-7 loss to
the California Angels.
Underwood broke a personal 15-game losing streak —
four short of the American
League record — in pitching
the Blue Jays to a fivehit 6-0
triumph over the Oakland A's.
And the Royals, who trailed
11-2 against Milwaukee ace
Mike Caldwell after: four innings, erupted for eiRht runs
in the ninth, including Willie
Wilson's second three-run
homer of the game, . and
turned back the Brewers 14-11
behind a 21-hit assault.
AMERICAN LEAGUE

Angels 8, Tigers 7.
Bobby Grich hit a pair .4
home runs and Carney lAinsford and Dan Ford hit one
each as California'handed
Anderson his second defeat in
two games as manager of the
Tigers. Ford's ninth-inning
blast off Dave Tobik snapped
a 7-7 tit. Anderson was tx,(,,ed
when he came out to remove
pitcher Steve Baker in the
eighth inning.

9 a.m.-10 p.m.
Monday, June 18
Due to mechanical difficulties
Elvis Presley's 26 foot White
Stretch Lincoln did not make it to
the planned May showing...but be
ready to see the King's car on
display Monday, June 18 at
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet.
Bring your friends and family to
see the car Elvis gave to J.D.
Sumner of the Stamps Quartet
just 6 months before -his
death...this 26 foot White Stretch
Lincoln is insured for $600,000 by
Lloyds of London. The limo is
equipped with a bar and color
television. Thousands throughout
the country have come from
miles around to see the King's
can -. . Glen Tadlock, who used to
chauffer Elvis, will be on hand to
answer questions about Elvis and
his car.

Blue Jays 6, A's 0
- Underwood recorded his
first victory since last Auv
The Blue Jays collected 12 hits
and scored singles in all hut _
the first and fourth inninvs
They got the onl. run
Underwood needed in the
second when Rico cart v
walked, took third on .1chpMayberry's single and ‘r coed
on Bob Bailor's sacrifice .
11,

Elsewhere in the AL, the
Texas Rangers exploded for a
season-high eight runs in the
fifth inning to beat the New
York Yankees 9-5. the
Cleveland Indians pounded
out 19 hits and buried the
RangersA Yankee', 5
Seattle Mariners 13-3, the
Al Oliver's two-ric
Baltimore Orioles edged the highlighted Texas'
Minnesota Twins 6-5 and the fifth inning that brok.
Chicago White Sox outlastedz- John Grubb singled
the Boston Red Sox 8-5.
first two runs of the II,;
Oliver's homer made 11.-1,c !
Royals 14. Brewzf.c 11
chased Ed Figueroa
The Brewers ilt their big Matlack held ...the Yanke,
lead on Dick" Davis' grand one run until they scot-4 ,
slam homer. a three-run blast times in the eighth, tw
by r,Saf Bando and Charlie homer by Lou Piniella
Wore's two-run shot. But
singted-in the eight,run
Indiatis-ILAtariptr%a
and-- addera'bree-run
7tobyllarrah and Ron Pruot
•
- nside-thefiark taim er Ilefore each drove in a pair
of ruo,ic
the Brewers'third Out. George spark -a seven-run
Scott delivered a two-run inning that helped the sv(rq.
In(Licl:,
single, Pete LaCock Zit a to their fourth ('onse,
sacrifice fl) and 11131 singles victory and 11th in.the
bv Frank White And U.I.. games and put thehi o\..h ;3
Washington tied the scor,
.500.1nAds..at ak-lo for.11* f,F .1
before Wils'on lined a shot to time this
seann_liarrah
the left field corner and cir- three hits, including a tv,..had
cled the bases .
double.

It's a once in a lifetime chance to see the car of the man millions
loved. . . Elvis Presley's 26 foot White Stretch Lincoln Continental, on display one day only, Monday, June 18 at Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet in Murray..,On Display from 9 a.m.-10 p.m.. .

Dwain Tailor ChevroletrInc.
WHERE THE BEST DEALS ARE "TAYLOR" MADE
Hwy.641 South
Murray,
753-3332
Ky.

ci

at.1..9 THE Mt.,BRAY K)..LEDGER It TIMES,Saturday June 16, Iry

LaPiante, Young
Stealing Show
At AAU Track

45
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Sports At A G ance
Baseball Standings

Baseball Leaders

AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
W L Pet GB
Ilta)tunore
40 22
Mb Basta,
37 23
617 2
531
Milaeuket
34 X
524
33 X
Nee York
509 114
Detroit
33 a
84
31 30
3111
Cies eland
19 44
292 22k1_
Toronto

AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING 025 at bats Smalley .
.271; Downing, California.
207. Carew. California. .355, Wilson,
Kansas City, 334; Kemp, Detroit, Mg
RUNS- Lansford, California. 51.
G.Brett, Kansas City. SO, Baylor,
By KEN PETERS
set in 1977. Sue Brodock also
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Califarms,47. Otis, Kansas City, 47.3 Tied
their lead to 6-3, when Bench in the fourth inning when
.01
AP Sports Writer
With 45.
rewrote
.421 eh
an
American
AP Sports Writer
hit his fifth homer of the Cesar Cedeno singled, stole
RBI-Baylor , California. $6 Lynn,
WALNUT, Calif. - The
women's mark with a 24:07 ii
So far this season Torn
season with Foster on bisse second and scored on a twoWEST
8seton,52;
Grich,
Porter.
49;
Kansas
City.
.11115
••danime" hurdlers in the
the 5,000-meter walk, shat300
Cantonese
33$
California. 47, Bochte, Seattle. 47
Seaver hasn't had much to
335
with his third single of the out single by Walling.
540 4
National AAU Track and Field
ICanisas City
34 33
lurs---c. Brett, Kansas City, V; Lan- cheer about. But Friday night
484
tering her old standard of
game.
Phillies starter Larry
44
533
Minnesota
32
sford.
Caldorrua,
Smalley,
Minnesota,
116:
442
Championships are Renaldo 24:10.
Texas
33 33 .532 44 M: Rice, Boston, 77, Baylor. California, was different.
Christenson, 1-4, took the loss.
4.55
Pirates 6, Dodgers 2
Nehemiah and Edwin Moses,
30 31
4112 7
77.
355 144 Chicago
In another women's final,
"I'm very satisfied with that
Dave
Parker's two-run
26
13
400
Seattle
39
DOUBLES-Downing, Cabforria,
but Deby LaPlante and Candy the Oral Roberts
University
7/7 194 Lemon, Chicago. 18: C Washington, game," said the Cincinnati
Oakland
Mets 2, Braves 1
19 45
single capped a five-run ninth
Young stole the show on Track Club, with
Chicago. 18. Thornton, Cleveland, 17; Reds pitcher after a six-hit,6-3
Madeline
Lee Mazzilli drove in both inning leading Pittsburgh
opening day.
B.Bell, Texas, 17.
Manning running the anchor,
runs on 'singles -and Craig over Los Angeles behind the
TRIPLES-G.Brett, Kansas City. 9; victory over the Philadelphia
Friday's Gars
.
LaPtanteThe 3,200-meter relay Tn
BiLusia,-Kanasse City, 6: Handulph- New. Phillies.
Swan fired a two-hitter to lead combined sixhit pitching of
2
Pittsburgh 6. Los
Torordo- 6,7)arand
_
became the first American 8:31.4.
York,'5, Griffin, Toronto, 5; A.Bannister,
San Francisco 9. St. Louis 6, 13 innings
Cleveland 13, Seattle 3
Nei/Toff-Civet; Atlanta. Swan, Bert Illy/even-and Kent
Seaver has had his share of
Chicago. 5.
Gaines
SatIrday's
woman ever to. run the 100California
A,
Detroit
7
Marco Evoniuk of thf - St Louis IllisrUne
7-4, struck out seven and Tekulve.
HOME
RUNS-Lynn,
FranBoston,
San
16;
Gnch,
at
Kansas
City
14,
Milwaukee
11
low-hit
games
in
a
splendid
inet6 hurdles ffrless than 13 Colorado Track Club
Ciadernia, 15; Singleton, Baltimore. 14;
Chicago II, Boston-5
won thi_ 141C0 11(nepper 6-21.
•allowed no walks but was
Bill Robinson singled in the,
Itjunes. Seattle, 14; Rice. Boston, 13; -National League careerr-but(,econds, clocking a 12.99 in only men's final scheduled
Atlanta ,11.1 Mahler 341 at New York
Baltimore 6, Minnesota 5
for - -i Kobel
involved in a bench-clearing ninth, stole second and came'
Thomas,
Milwaukee,
13.
he
has
2-2
been
Texas
9,
New
York
5
hampered
by
a
her qualifying heat Friday as opening day, taking the 50STOIEN BASES-LeFlore. Detroit, 31;
incident in the sixth inning home on a base hit by Phil
Houston (Richard 641 'at Montreal
the threeday AAU cham- kilometer walk in 4
Wilson, Kansas City, 27; J.Cruz. Seattle, muscle injury in his lower after he hit Atlanta starter Garner
hours, 10 iGronsley 5-4o
for the Pirates, Omar
back
Philadelphui
this
72:
(Xis,
season
4-2
at
and
fitoskau
Kansas
Cincinnati
City,
is
X;
Bonds,
pionships
opened pt _ Mount minutes, 33 seconds,
•
Cleveland, la, Wills. Texas, 18
(Carlton 7-7).
struggling just to make the Phil Niekro in the helmet with Moreno later- singled home
San Antonio College. The
PITCHING II Decisions -Kern. Texas.
Pittsburgh (Robinson 4-3 , at Los AngeSaturday's lissom
Most highlights - during
a pitch.
two runs with bases loaded.
CabMrnia Front 3-31 at Detroit Morris 9-1. 889. 162, John. New York, 10-2, .623, .500 mark. His latest victory
wind, however, took the qualifying on the first
(Welch 4-31.
day of lesChicago
Atlanta
Manager
Bobby
Cox
4-2,
Diego
2.07.
San
4-6,
at
(Holtzman
Baltimore,
Stanhouse,
5-1,
.633,
3.00:
put
his
record
at 4-5.
glimmer off that ac- the AAU's annual meet were
Blyleven, 3-2, gave way to
Baltimore McGregor 1-2) at Minnesota Zahn, Minnesota, 5-1, .833, 3.09; D.Mar1Perry 64).
was ejected when he concomplishment as it was over provided by the women. Lorna
(Erickson 041
lanes, Baltimore, 94, JUR 3.16; Clear. _ Elsewhere in the National fronted Swan on the field
Tekulve in the eighth. The
after
Kansas
City (Bushy 2-3) at Milwaukee
--VaVo-eters per Griffin threwlhe
Cal
"
rnm'7-2
'RY'5-2,
m ca
'
"
d 3.2t'
ma. _League, the New York Mets Niekro was struck. The Pirate reliever recorded his
'
-discus 190
$a„
727
2.83''774.2-76714,
Boston,
second.
STRIKEOUTS Ryan, California.Clged the Atlanta-Braves 1147—Lla rontation--brought-.411
feet, five inches, just nine
--T.
L
t
er
a
nezyk
N4i
lMrealy
on
4-1)
devite-iftWtr-TWI
at Toronto
TOLEDO, Otuo (API - Featured pair.
Guidry, New York,so: Maths. Texas. 74; the Houston Astros stopped-But the doggedly deter- inches off her American ings
homer
Ferguson_ in the
to
Joe
and starting times EDT) for Satplayers
to
the
field,
and
Cox
Seattle (Decker 0-0i at Cleveland I WilKrivec.
C
.
I
uc.ag
Ms
62,
Koosman,
mined LaPlante)came back in record. Shotputter Maren urday's third round of the 79th United kins 24),
the Montreal Expos 2-1, the had to be restrained by the ninth.
nesota, 59
Mates
Championship
the
6,Open
Golf
on
the semifinakt(to run a.13.07, Seidler bettered her year-old
Boston lEckersley 64 at Chicago !Bar.
Pittsburgh Pirates turned umpires and the Braves'
yard, par 71 Inverness Club course nos 6-3 in,
NATIOIAL LEAGUE
bettering her American meet record by two feet with a 962
back the Los Angeles Dodgers coaches.
116 hole scores in parenthesis)
Giants 9, Cardinals 6
New York (Tian( 2-2, at Texas , John- • _BATTING fl
Brock.
at batsiti.nK-L-- Tern Purtzer .139. and --aria-241,-44s)
record by three-hundreths of a toss of 814. Brenda Morehead
..StLouls,,„372; Winfield, San Diego, .349; 6-2, the Chicago Cubs nipped
Willie McCovey's three-run
Nelson
/1391
Larry
Murphy. Atlanta, 348; Rose, Philadelphia, the San Diego Padres 2-1 and
second.
ran the second fastest 200
and Bit'
homer with one out in the./
2:33 p.m. - Hale Irwin
Astros 2,Expos 1
347; Mazzilli, New York, .344.
Young, a 17-year-old high meters ever by an American Rogers (1431
bottom of the 13th inning Ii!
RUNS-Lopes. Los Angeles, 59; the San Francisco Giants
Art
Howe's
double
scored
Sunday's
Games
2 26 p.m.- Torn Weiskopf 145) and
school junior from Beaver woman,22.56.
Kingman, Chicago, 45; North, San outscored the St. Louis Car- Denny Walling
Francisco over St. Lo
San
California at Detroit
from
Jerry Pate (1451
first
base
Francisco, 45; K.Hemandez, St Louis, 44.
Falls, Pa., rewrote the world
Oakland at Toronto
Meanwhile, world-record
dinals 9-6 in 13 innings.
2 19 p m - Lou Graham (145 and Jim
ftoyster, Atlanta, 44.
in
the
ninth
to
lead
inning
Settle
at Cleveland
junior record (19 years old and holders Nehemiah 113.00 in the Colbert ,145,
RBI-Winfield, San Diego, 55; Foster.
Houston and Joaquin Andujar
Boston at Chicago
McCovey conne ed
2 12 p m - Ed Sneed (1451 and Dave
Cincinnati. 51; Kusgman. Chicago, 50:
under ) twice in the women's 110-meter hurdles) and Moses Stockton
Baltimore at Minnesota
(146i
over Montreal.
reliever
Darold KnOwles' • rst
Simmons.
Garvey,
StLows,
Lps
47;
Kansas City at Milwaukee
100-meter hurdles, running a (47.45 in the 400-meter hurI 58 p.m - Ben Crenshaw , 146, and
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Angeles, 45
Elias Sosa, 3-4, the fourth 'pitch and se4t/ the :ameNew York al Texas, in,
Gary
Player
146:
13.20 in a qualifyinOseat, then dlesT
HITS-Winfield,
88;
Rose,
San Diego,
breezed
through
Expos pitcher, issued a one- winning blasili over the
Philadelphia,63; Russell, Los Angeles.83.
shaving seven-hundreths of a qualifying. Nehemiah won his
Garvey. Los Angeles, 12; K.Hernandez.
out walk to Walling before right field'set- • at Cansecond off that in the semis.
%Lows, 78.
qualifying heat, in a leisurely
Seaver also helped the Reds Howe drove in the run that dlestick/Park,'cCovey, who
Transactions
DOUBLES-Rose,
Philadelphia, 51.
LaPlante, a freshman at 13.88, then came back with a
Per:rish, Montreal, 19; Mazzilb, New York, with his bat, contributing a made a winner of Andujar,6-4, also bit a sob homer in the
San Diego State, said she wa's 13.30 in the semifinals.
BASEBALl.
ST. LOUIS CARDINALS-Signed Andy
19; Reitz, St Louis, 19: Buckner, Chicago, two-run double that put who checked the Expos on five fo
, n,si has 10 home runs
Aniericas League
Van Slyke, outfielder, and assigned him to
17; Hendrick. St Louis, 17; Griffey. Cin- Cincinnati on top to stay at 4-3.
' thrilled - briefly - when she
!Apses, running easily, was MINNESOTA
hits.
son and 515 in his
TWINS-Restored. Mike
Johnson City, Tenn.. of the Appalachian
cinnati, 17. Baker, Los Angeles, 17
heard the time in her tuned in 49.70 in his -WO hur- Cuboage.
In the fifth. the Reds boosted
third' basern , to their active
league .
TRIPLES-Templeton, St.Louis, 7.
The Astros tied the game 1-1 /car
qualifying heat. roster optmrsedt)anGiiam. infielder. to
T.Scott, St.Lows, 7; Winfield, San Diego,
dlas.heat.
the International League
7; McBride, Pfuladlptiia, 6; Moreno,
HOCKEY
"When they announced the
Neither hurdler is expected Toledorof
M I I.W AUKEE BREWERS-- Assigned
Natimal
Pittsburgh,
Harkey League
5; J.Cruz, Houston. 5; Mettime after the first heat, it sent to face much of a challenge in Lance Rautzhan, pitcher, to Vancouver if
MONTREAL CANAI5IENS-Announced
zger, San Francisco, S.
that Iacques Leinaire. center, has signed
chills through my body," she his event. Greg Foster's ab- the Perak Coast League
HOME RL'NS-Kingman, Chicago, 21:
OAKLAND A'S-Traded John Henry a three-year contract as player, coach
Schmidt, Philadelphia, 111; Lopes, Los
said. "Too bad it was win- sence With a sprained'ankle Johnson.
pitcher, to the Texas Rangers for
general manager of a club team in SwitAngeles 18; Simmons, St.Louis, 16;
daided."
Wirdield, San Diego, 15
took away Nehemiah's top have Chalk. infielder. Mike Heath, cat- zerland starting next fall
STOLEN BASES-Moreno, Pittsburgh, U S Op
,- challenger, and no American cher. and an undisclosed amount of cash
25; T.Scott, StLouis, 22: North, San U.S.
•
In one of Friday's/four
WASHINGTON ertrRiTa LS-Traded
is
close
to
Moses
League
National
in
his
evvent.
Francisco,
22; Lopes, Los Angeles, 19:
finals, Mary _Shea of Cardinal
Nelson Burton, left wing, to the Quebec
Larry
BRAVES-Activated
ATLANTA
reveres,
New
York,
18.
"When I can run two
Nordiques for Dave Parro, goalie
Gibbons High School in
McWilliams. pitcher Optioned Brian
PITCHING (6 Decisions1-LaCoss.
By WILL GRIMSLEY
seconds slower than normal AsselstIne. outfielder, to Richmond of the . WINNIPEG JETS-Acquired Ron
guys are so much more Dicirikson Zaharias, Patty,
Cincinnati, 8-0, 1.000, 232; J.Niekrb,
Raleigh, N.C., ran an
the Montreal
wing,
from
left
Wilson,
AP Special Correspondent
International
.133, 2.43: Zachry, New
Houston,
10.2.
and
powerful.
still
win,
When I try to tell the Berg, Mickey Wright and:
it's
League
not
good,"
minutes,
Canadians
American record 32
CHICAGO CUBS-Signed Axle Haniy.
York. 5-1. .633, 3.59; Knepper, San
TOLEDO, Ohio - Hollis TV audience what club the guy" Betsy Rawls. Mickey Wright
said . Olympic champion pitcher.
to a one-year contract
Chicago,
750,
Francisco,
3.87;
Lamp,
6-2.
52.5 seconds in the women's
.
" Central Harkey League
Moses "It makes one
NEW YORK METS-Purchased the
.714, 4.79; B.Lee, Montreal, 6-3, .667, Stacy, who in less than a will use on the next shot I have won four, but never more than
BIRMINGHAM BULL,S-Signed Paul 5.2,
10,000 meters, bettering Peg
contract of Andy Hassler, pitcher, from
3.76; Rogers, Montreal. 6-3, .667, 2.61: month will be making a bid for to think of what number club I two in a row. Betsy Rawls is
lackadaisical."
contract.
two-year
a
wing,
Henderson,
to
Neppel's old mark of 33:15.1
the Boston Red Sas
Yuckovich, St.Louis. 6-3, .667, 3.25.
a third consecutive U.S. would use in that situation and the only other to win as many
•
Women's Open golf title, is add two to compensate for the as three.
going to school this week - man's greater strength."
Stacy does not consider
man-watching. ,
Hollis has favorites, and Nancy Lopez, the new senBut she hasyrio delusions they aren't necessarily the sation of the ',PGA tour, her
about womea/ cracking the darlings of the galleries.
only rival.
By RALPH BERNSTEIN
Saturday when he beat the West race, trailing hander Larry Christenson.
male domain on the fairways. ,
"All of the guys have good
"Nancy is a wonderful
the game's key hit.
AP Sports Writer
Montreal 7-1.
Houston by just 11
"No way," the petite, curly- swings but some are smoother player and she has done a lot
/
2 games. No
"I can't pitch much better
George Foster opened the
PHILADELPHIA - 'CinThe 34-year-old Seaver
wonder McNamara appeared than that," said the pitcher Cincinnati fourth with a haired Atlantan said. "They than the others - Gene Lit- for our tour," the 225-year-old
cinnati
Manager
John retired the last 24 batters so satisfied after Seaver's six- who began the season with a single. Driessen singled are two different games. I tler; Jerry Pate, Lee Trevino, Rollins College product said,
McNamara, catcher Johnny against Montreal, and in- hit triumph over the Phillies.
lifetime 2.51 ERA. "I'm very Foster to third. Bench don't know of any of the-' for instance," she said. "They "but there are a lot of other
Bench and pitcher Tom creased his string to 27
"HHe's improved every satisfied."
grounded out and Driessen women who wo4Wwant to try a_ _ swing so easily I feel the swing players who will be just as
, Seaver all agree on one thing through the first inning of time out of the last three or
is more like fritnine and the dangerous.
Seaver did have one un- moved to second. Ray Knight the men's tour."'
- that could be bad news to the Friday night's 6-3 triumph four starts," McNamara said. comfortable inning. The grounded out, Foster scoring.
Hollis took a break from the other ladies.
rest of the National League.
over the Philadelphia Phillies. "He's had a difficult road to Phillies reached him for three
"Tom Watson has a very
Phillies Manager ,./anny Ladies Professional Golf
FOR
The three Reds claim that
Seaver' appears to be both hoe. He's had to pitch himself runs in the second.
event
this fast swing. Arnold Palmer
Ozark decided to intentionally Association
Seaver is back. „
physically and mentally sharp back into shape during the
weekend
Rochester,
swings
in
N.Y.,
SALE
so
viciously
the
he almost
The first two batters in
walk Cesar Geron,lito to get to
Seaver, who had won 219 and ready to help the second season. That took patience second, Greg Luzinski and Seaver. The strategy back- to join the ABC-TV broad- falls off the tee. When he's
games before the 1979 season, place Reds make a move on and time."
Mike Schmidt walked. Then fired. geaver socked a soft casting staff at the men's U.S, letting out, Jack Nicklaus'feet
1974 Thunderbird,
injured a muscle in his but- the leading Houston Astros in
almost leave the tee. It's hard
Bake McBride tripled into the slider into/Center field for a Open at the Inverness Club.
mileage, news
low
tocks April 19 while blanking the Western Division.
Holding a microphone and for me to relate to them."
Bench said Seaver's job right field corner for two runs. two-run double and the Reds
radial
tires, perfect
the Atlanta Braves. He wasn't
Despite Seaver's injury, against the Phillies was as
If Hollis wins at Fairfield,
following a hand.-held camera,
led 4-3.
much use to the Reds until Iasi Cincinnati has hung tight in
Conn.,
July
12-15,
she
following
will
she
the
is
action
by
condition.
things
After
sure,
an infield out, Bud
Just to make
good as anytime since the
pitcher joined the Reds on Harrelson dropped a squeeze Bench slammed a two-run foot, providing color and become the first woman in
history to win three straight
June 15, 1977 after his trade by bunt and McBride trotted, homer in the fifth, his fifth of details as play progresses.
Call
"It was a little hard to ad- Opens, surpassing such
home for a 3-1 lead. The Rods the season to make it 6-3.
the New York Mets.
753-2934
"Tom Seaver is pitching like had scored in the first on a
The Phillies had only two just at first," she said. "The luminaries as the late Babe
he can," said Bench, whose double by Dave Concepcion hits after the fourth. McBride
hit his second triple with one
two-run homer helped the and George Foster's-RBT.
Seaver recovered from the out in the fourth, but didn't
Reds build a 6-3 lead through
five innings against right- inning and later contributed score.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST

W L
Montreal
13 23
St Lows
3233
Philadelphia
3240
Pittsburgh
15
Chicago
21
New York
24 23
WEST
Newton
3321
3333
Cincinnati
San Francisco
31 33
Los Angelo
30 35
!
30 X
San Daum
22 40
AtLants
Friday's Games
Houston 2, Montreal I
New York 2. Atlanta 1
Cincinnati 6. Pluladelphui 3

Pet. GB
.5121
.571 1
34
Alli

Surging Seaver Six-Hits Philadelphia

lainner6041,

Stacy, Preparing For*omen's
en, Is Watching Now

McNamara,i3ench Say Seaver Is Back

WHILE YOU'RE
ON VACATION...

Come try our

Briefs

Schools Seeking Basketball League
CINCINNATI (AP) - Six
Dick Stockton completed a 16.
independent
midwestern 6-7, 7-6, 8-6 victory over Victor
Rain fell intermittently
universities announced for- Arnaya in a match started the from then on. Aside from
mation of a new college previous night to complete a Ashe, only Bob Lutz reached
basketball conference to begin 12-man U.S. lineup in the last the quarterfinals.
play this season.
The schools are Butler,
Guthrie Helps Yanks Take Victory
Evansville, Loyola of Chicago,
Oklahoma City, Oral Roberts
A s1
Reds 5
LITTLE LEAGUE
and Xavier of Cincinnati. The
2:
1 001
01 Malone
v mcuarda23b r21 1,
Shane
Guthrie
on
a
scored
new conference will be called
,andoiph 2 1 1 LMyGonrogan 2
0
0
passed
1
ball
Shelton
in
the
sixth
inning
the City Athletic Conference.
A est
4 1 I
The six teams also an- to cap a four-run rally and
nounced a round robin give the Yanks a 6-5 victory'
schedule to begin this season, over the Pirates. In the secdnd
:,hr1:(
re s:70: 1ner.c1 2231 221 0:1 Hopkins
ending with a tournament game, the Reds mauled the :
Thi°c;1ig°ns n 2 1 1 :
000!
I
Bybee ' 1 :
'v',
Feb. 28 through March 1, 1980. A's 15-1.
I 0 0
-alt
152 04 Jones
0 0 0 Totals 15 1 1
,ons
The teams will play a double
Guthrie doubled to pace the
Winning 0'her
Totals 271 I o
round-robin schedule in the Yanks,
Alan McClard
while Jitruny Kelly
1981-82 season.
tripled and Tim Stalls, Tim
PARK LEAGUE
Glavin and Jay Wells all
Jason Sammons ripped'
TENNIS
doubled for the Pirates.
three hits, including two
CHICHESTER, ENGLAND
triples, to pace the Twins to a
(AP)- Billie Jean King beat
Chris Lamb tripled and
2-9 victory over the Braves
Martina Navratilova 6-1,6-2 to David Randolph and Scott Nix last
night. In the second game,
advance to the semifinals of each doubled for the Reds. Mickey
Jones doubled twice
the Chichester Grass Courts Steve Malone doubled for the as the
Yanks beat the Pirates
Tennis Tournament.
A's.
In other, action, Evonne
Trent Nix and Bruce
S aului 6
tioolagong of Australia beat 4
Pirates S
Thurman added three hits for
ab
•
r
i
h
I
.
Kelly
7
1
2
:
2
4
1
r
2
.
ab
Pam Teeguarden 6-2, 74;
the Twins, while the' Braves
Britain's Sue Barker defeated C.u1t1
H8 hrie
4 I 1 wells
were paced by Craig 'Schpacremon
;
5
1
T.'Glavux
1.
1
.2.
Kate Lathartf '6-3,- 64 and
wettrri.enn, who had thres•bits,
Ross
Stalls
3
3
0
1
0
1
Tanya Harford upset Pam Gammons 3 0 0 Smith
• 32 01:
0 0 and James Payne, who belted
Starks
Shriver 6-4, 5-7,7-5.
a home run. a
Weath'ford
1
0
0
Burileen
3
LONDON (AP) - Arthur
2 00 °0
John Muelhrnan and Monte
5 • Burke
Outrd
Ashe outlasted Bernie Mitton Thomas
as 31 1 0
McCuiston picked up three
i
W
a
s
ti
t
°
s
ton
2
1
Tilils
0
1
:
.
1
of South Africa 7-6, 4-6, 15-13 to
Totals
26 61 : Totals ye 5 a. hits each for the Yanks, and
4
move_into the quarterfinals of
Winning pitcher
Andy Rickman
$ailm m.'la,....
•
the $125,000 Stella Artois
lik7and triple troaP
Yanks eU (6064
lePaded the
d011
pira
Tournament.
Pirates OM 100.5
tell

1

. . your home should lat, too.
.Before you go, turn off the water
heater, air conditioner, and every
other electrical item not needed
while you're gone.

West Ky.
Rural Eledric ,
Cooperative Corporation
MiaMiyf1W

-

9

Breakfast
"Met

(It'll keep you comini-back!)
ALL YOU CAN EAT
Choose your breakfast favorites
from our buffet And c mon
back until you've eaten all
you want and you re ready
to have a good day'
ALL THE COFFEE
YOU WANT
Your Breakfast Buffet includes
all the great coffee you want.
too We want you to c mon in
,stprt the day off right, and
c mon back often to say
Good Morning'
ALL FOR JUST

4

/

tC1411_
. OREN UNDER 12-9961
BREAKFAST BUFFET • OPEN 6-10 A

M Dane

SIRLOIN SIIICKADE.
Quality that keeps you coknin'back.
Bel-Or Center
••
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KEY to Buy,Sell or Trade An

ARE rinKE CLASSI
. NOT

teel bathtub, commode
bowl and tank, 8 complete 12-pane windows.
New, priced below
wholesale. Allen Rose
753-3690.

RICKY ALEXANDER
CUSTOM
DOZER WORK
489-2695
L.

I

TAKE
COVER
Crop
-Hail
Insurance

BIBLE CALL
Hear Friday, Saturday
Sunday
"In-Law
Trouble," 759-4444, or
"Children's Story •
Jacob runs Away," 7594445, GOD IS LOVE. I John 4:8.

_Alut.__Ifte8, ye first

2. NOTICE

'2 NOTICE
_
-

2. NOTICE
FREE STORE. 759-4600.

2 NOTICE

the

kingdom of God, and His
rightousneSS: arid all these
things shall be added unto
you." Matthew 6- 33 24 hour
phone, answered by God's
Servants NOT A TAPE 759
4600 Bible Facts and Free
Store.- Hear our broadcast
Sundays at 12:30 on-WSJP.

JOE
SLEDD
INSURANCE

REAL
°L.) fashioned
hickory smo.ecl bar b q by
the shoulder •.r by the pound,
packaged to o at Big Joe's
Bar B Q. C. dwater Road,
/591864.

High
Quality

Framing
By The
Square Foot
heferences

It. FARM EQUIP.
FULL 1 HP electric weed
and grass trimmer, cuts with
fish line, has automatic line
dispenser, 541.99.
Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee,

33. Roomck_aii-R E N
43. REAL ESTATE
ROOM FOR rent in large
house. Kitchen privileges,

washer and dryer 2 blocks
from University, $O per
month all utilities paid, 7534140 or 136 2411.
GAS POWERED weed and
grass trimmer, uses fishing 34. HOUSES FOR RENT
line, 31cc engine, automatic COUNTRY HOME? 2 miler
line dispenser, S99.99. Wallin ad 94 East Beautiful yard,
minor
Hardware, Paris, T-ennessee
repairs expected.
Couples only. 753-8216.
JOHN DEERE 95 combine.
OR
una,tlh Peacter.,UoAting. FURNISHED
ct.ftter bar, 1969 model John turinsenatil 2 bedroom house,
near
University.
Also duplex
Deere 444 corn header, ex
Cellent condition John Deere apartment Coll 492-8225.
10- -ft - cifftemutelser ,-4-53 4003 NICE TWO bed.room _brick
house with garage, utility
after noon.
room and air conditioner.
23. EXTERMINATING
'Located on Kentucky Lake at
Cypress Creek, Highway 121
South. 1.175 per, month,.
available the middle of July.
A year's lease required. Call
492 8221.
THREE BEDROOM brick
houSev S300 per month Call
753 6291

•43. REAL ESTATE

FOUR BEDROOM
HOME
PrufessionalServices
Older renovated Eotire•
-- WThThYysp4(y1l6"
fresh on the market.
THRIVING BUSINESFull basement with
S - INCLUDES IN-,
wood burning stove
VENTORY. Grocerieand workshop area,
s,
gasoline, notions
fireplace on main
also restaurant equipfloor. Lots of elbow
ment
ineluded.
room for 833,900, thriFiusiziams,19pportunity.
lease yourself and
phone
Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222.
'ONLY YOUNG once! Make
the most of the best years of

Available
NEWSPAPER
502-43-5684
SOUTHSIDE
OFFICE HOURS
after 7_P.M.
The _Mterray Ledger &
BARBER
St.
Main
522
4. HELP WANTED
It'S A- Times Office, 103-NAth JANITOR,
JURS 8 til 4.
SHOP
153-5WFast
Street, is open for
Good -behef
-Tit
Roses
Cen
al Shopping
businessito
rritalit-tol
Fre* Gift
yob,r
EASE
Center, an ec at OpPOrtunfty
life
presfig-Toiisp.m. Monday through
ketters Terrnit
CARTER STUDIO
will be closed the
Wrapping
employer.
sPacaoizo-Sea-keoal
.0
for
Friday
home,
Sale! Already rented-or
and from 8 a.m.
Is A Specialty At
gracious architectural
RECEPTION Si
&
Pest
CLERK.
Control
week of June 19
put in own business. Located style, e iable utility bills
FRAMES AND
Space for on
Full time, N'anciay through
to 12 noon on Saturdays.
Starks Hardware
a well traveled corner Designed with
for vacation. Will
whole
Friday App:. in person at
These_hours include
rent. Call 753- ..Just invest today and reap family in incl. the
12th & Poplar
Cart Guy
Stone La ma-C a--,-206-SoutO-4 th_ 24. MISCELLANEOUS
inta
reopen Tuesday.
run
sewartLicansmnaztatt-ms-U,art Ftealtvc
AL tjU
-INUM
the
business
STEPladde
office,
7724.
rs,
Street.
_
753-1227
1492. Offered by LOrette-Jobs
76T8 offir 5:00.
Aft., ye 79, 5 ft., $19.99; Off!,
June 26th.
classified
STOCK PERSON, part time,
advertising
Realtors.
FREE PARKING!
521.99:
8
753-8298
ft.,
$39.99,
extension
til 9, must be 16 or over.
department, retail
DEVELOPMENT
Apply at Roses Central ladders, 14 ft., 5213.88: 16 ft
PROPERTY in the c •
A PROVEN
advertising department
Shopping Center, an equal 531 88, 20 ft., 5.45.99; 24 ft
559.99: 28 ft., S70.99. Wall.,
Approximately 5 acres insidt
Mini
BURETTE ELECTRIC
opportunity employer
circulation
METHO
and
D OF
Hardware,
Paris,
Tennessee
the..sity limits with city
Commercial
or
Warehouse
WANTED: PERMANENT
department.
conviences Also included is
MARKET
ING
BATHTUBS 5' STEEL
l'ob
woman„
for
reliable
a
to white,
Residential
wiring,
Storage Space
a nice small home. A steal at
$64.99 Colors, S69.99
At times other than
do housewbr. 3.-or 3! 2 days
YOUR
HOME.
S59,500. Nelson Shroa, Co
Walla_ Hardware, Paris,
Estimates.
767Free
For Rent
per
week
would
be
those listed above the
759-1707
-ACROSS
responsible 'or i2 children Tenni-qte.
4004 or 753-8560 after 5
01.1)FR
HOME!!!2 Kind of duck
1534758
Answer to Friday s Puzzle
office is closed for
CLOSEOUT
CARPET,
S!
1 Black
some
of the time. Live in
3 Prepositicln,
p.m.
Older part of town.
vinyl linoleum, roll balances,
p. regular busess even
0
on
Lynn
area
-Cali
MOO
5 Ivan. e.g
Grove
435,
0
4 Pheasant
remnants,
discontinued
Lots of room, great
4500 atter 3 or,
a Priest's
Ell3C10 OMNI 1:10
though newsroom and
Drood
- paint, interior and exterior.
vestment
candidate
WAITRESS
CO DOC 1301212100 production employees
WANTED
for
5 Fruit cakes
Big
savings!
Sherwin
Warehouse
12 WeakHickory smoked bar-beApply
. al
Gallimore's
DM QUO OM
6 Robs
remodeling
.
Could
Williams
13 Gudrun's
may
be on duty.
Restaurant ift Ha-'*el, KY
7 Man's nickDOM CCM inner
gue, 25 years exStorage
mate
also be converted to
. 4LECTR IC INSECT traps, .
• WAITRESS
We request that
WANTED. s39 99, 569
name •
COO DOC 00
14 Pedal_digit
99,-599 99, 5134 99,
perience. Roberson HillSpace
high
return income
Apply in .pers-on at Sykes
Tease
8
customers
CU
1O1J00
observe
00 CV
the
'15 Pronoun
and $149.99. Wallin Hard,
Cafe, 100 Ma-*treet.
Burger Inn, 413 S. 4th
121h at. $r cornor•
9 Egfence
producing property.
z_ ware, Paris, Tennessee.
For Rent
• 16 Ireland
COO COO ME
business office hours .in
WANTED: •RES_PONSIBLE
St. 753-9151
-18 Conjunction ID Behold'
TELEPHONE 75310.5
For your, new tax
LIMA/ (KW MON placing calls to the
Ideal for storing house
lady to keec infant in my GUNS FOR sale Marvin
or
11 "To
20 Tantalum
lever action 30 30 with scope:
tmr
nor.
shelter or remodeling
required.
References
home.
\
full of furniture, cars,
newSpaper.
.Cisnpletel
not
y
symbol
Wincheste
red,
automatic
r
xoor
Phone 753-6511
project just give us a
17 Exists
shotgun, 22 rifle with scope
22 Pierce
-antiques,
business
telephone I
rated and in excellent
.13C MOB MICE The
9. SITUATIONS WoNTEO__
Photo Copy
All are new. 489 2698.
call.
753-7411.
24 Moccasins '19 Above
overflows, etc. Phone
condition is the house
OHM MEE IWO numbers for the
BABYSITTING IN my -home, GOOD 'USED - dehumidifier.
27 Possessive 21 Sandarac
Machine
753-7618
after
newspaper
p.m.
5:
department
00
753-0347
at
808
Call
s
John Smith. Realtor
Guthrie. Three
tree
pronoun
like new Phone 436-5881.
discord
53 Article
Sales I Service
29 Wild plum
COLLEGE STUDENT out,SUPER SAVING on carpet
23 Neckpieces
are:
bedrooms,
central
38 Snare
/
56 Mate turkey
for summer will-do odd iobs and
31 Decay
TWIN LAKES
25 Having
vinylremnants. 37. LIVEST_Q_CK -SIJPP.
DEPARTMENT
40 Mental imelectric air, storm
- 61w.k&
58 Lamprey
light
Good
ca-rpenter, discontinued paint, in stook CA 1...IJ__E
32 Muse of poknowledge
OFFICE
w_A_T_E_R_LN_G_, -doors -and- windows,
age
PRODUCTS
Insect
60
NUMBER;
painting,
etry
tools
Will
own
have
waltpaper.
dtScontinue
d'
26 Horses"trough and used wire. Call
43 Kind of
61 Note of
7113412$
34 Securk
do lawn work, experienced at carpet samples. and ladders. 492 8710 aftea 4 pm.
- 1534411(aaythea)
Classified Ads 753-1916
range, disposal and
27 FuneraLcar
motti.
,scale '
'
farm work. Call Bob at 767
36 Compass pt 28 Blunt
We
rent
also
out
the
and
up
EIGHT NICE,,ipigs. Noble L.
brculation
only
753-1917
46 Stories
$45,000.00.
62 Guido's low
4. IN ME-MOR-Y
4788.
37 Sudden
Steam Carnet leaner We do Hurt, 47.4 2301,!_
30 Newts' 48 College offiPERFECTLY PASTORAL. 5
note
1314lay Ads
753-1919
IN MEMORY this Father's HOVSECLE,ANING. ,
39 Try
pro e framing. NINE --F
33 Semi-preciçials
colonial on
-EE-OEW pigs for HAVE
64 State Abbr
11 Sun god
of
beloved
Day
Sherwin
our
Reliable'
Husband,
436-5549.
Will
s-, 753-3321. _ .sa,te 436 3360
and
et
,
-FUN in the Sun. this large tree...shaded
Accounting
753-1916
ous
stone
Continent
51
66
gives
Continent
Father. and Grandfather, ticient. Can give references
42 Brewer's
summer on Kentucky Lake country space withJot
STE-EL GARAGE door 16x2
Goddess of
35
News
&4orts,
753-1918
Abbr
modern
Abbr
TIMOTHY
Truman Anderson Sr , who RELIABLE LADY seeking feet, in good condition, with
HAY pickup in and eniciy this
yeast
3
or
conveniences
Equipped
passed away February 26, employment as cleaning lady hangers, springs, track and field Call 41.35 4489.
,
The Murray
44 Took one's
bedroom. 2, bath home at the kitchen next
to the patio will
part
1979
-1N bull calves. lake with lots of extras at a have everyone in the family,
for office or business after 'lock, See at 1104 Fairlane. TWO HOLSft
Ledger
&Times
Twas only yesterday we laid bolo" Call 753 7235
45 Crafty
price you cannot believe! even the
l 7E
3
Cgalp
Best otter C.0 Sondurant.
cook, out to enjoy
12
you to rest
17 Deposited
Call today for more in
S
6-65
3U
6 PPIES summer sunrise breakfasts
WOMEN
SLABS
WOULD
bundle,
•
'PER
$5
like
to
DO
1-OU
Otk'N
AN't.
and
though
we sadly mss
_ formation, 753 1492 Or 753. Quality
49 Weights of
hang
Sawdust,
wall paper and paint
$10 per load. V 2 to 2 AKC REGISTERED Boxer
construction
for
you
India
by
ill
Loretta lasting value and extra
1117
ton trucks.. Cali 19011 593- puppies. Call 759 1213 or 753- 2249 offered
Call after 3 pm 437-4617.
il19
IDI FIDIAMONDS? - we
know it was best
jobs
NNW

Office

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

_custom 4

"ow !game

50 Verve
52 Entreaty
54 While
55 Rodent
17 Path
59 Hebrew
month
61 Large cask
53 Unliick
65 Slave
67 Possessive
Pronoun
68 Planet
69 Tardy
DOWN
1 Slender
fin al

dila

111111Mill MUM
Lei ub reset
IIIII NM WIRUid id II
them in lovek,
ill
ill WIsaid id
.
1
Resistible"
-Ear
1
IdUURWI id
4°
EAR
RN WM 43 WIuui
ill ill W1111111611 MIMI ..-• SIUDS
WI
id id
id id
_
WI id id
WI id'
dlidS lia
aaUU MICE JEWELRY
WWII
WI
s.4thMurray
112'

4, a• ,••••

s.11k,¶ •••• wra

For all your suffering is over
at last you are at peace
with the promise of life
eternal
while you sleep
You've kept the faith, you've
fought the fight
in everything you knew was
. right .....
someday We'lrbe wirb YOU
after this life is o'er
when we meet you again on
Heaven's bright shore.
rn our hearts and minds
forever you'll be
as we.go on without you
a kind and loving memory
Your Loving Family

-- MARRS
ICIE BEEN THINKINE...
'fOU 04AD SUCH GOOD
LUCK RAISIN& AND
5ELLING 'OUR RAD15H...

MA4I3E 'IOU5+00..C'
60 FOR ME Lai& 1t4Otkie, ...

I Ti-4INIK I'LL
GET WEIGHED

_

TR'f 70 RASE
A 5003EAN:

DEPOSIT FOUR
EXTRA PENNIES
I NOW 54 BECAUSE
OF INFLATION

AN&

EMIL
( I SAM.,5.(34siEY

RITA

-T1DOAY

NOW s'04_, C--LJESS

WHO'?

-

NW! THIS
COOL NIGHT
AIR FEELS
G002 ON
MY ,ANKLE

AIRING vOuR
f3A1L, TOO,
I SEE

3019 or contact Decker and 1261
1O.BUS.OPPCRTj.IjlTY
Evans Saw Mill in PariS, BOXER AT
GOOD
Stud, AKC
ESTABLISHED Tennessee.
champion pedigree. 753-0347.
business ir Bet Air Shopping .
SLAB WOOD and sawdust COCK-ER
Center.- =or further in
PUPS,
AKC
forsale
Cadiz Lumber registered, black and buff.
formation call 7530675. company, Cadiz, Kentucky. S75 each.
753
0662.
14. WAN/ TO BUY.
522-7994.
FOR SALE. AKC registered
JUNK eXiRS. Callafter 5 pm, TOMA TOE
JUICE. Vic
CockeLpups. Call 753 4575.
474 8838. '
toria No. 200. No peeling, no
JUNK CAIR\S ifekver or will cor4ng, end. no pre
iog., FOR SALE: AKC registered
pick up Cal) 474 8854 or 527- 13oes. a bushel in
minutes, Stberien-Muskies. 433-4228.- •
131S
S20.99. Wallin
Hardware, TERRI ebbs (half Terriers,
half Poodles). $20. 6 weeks
WANT TO buy- 10 speed Paris, Tenn
bicycle Call after 4 pm. 767- WORMS,
D worms, Nile old. Call 436-5610
4316
crawle ,
Rex's
Worm 41. PUBLIC SALES
I rvan Cobb Road, FIVE PARTY yard 'tale.
W0114.0 LIKE to buy good Far
Phone
732.
way
436-5894.
used baby stroller. Would
Clothes, large and small
sizes, furniture, appliances,
also 14. to sell some
'fl-RADIO
maternit, clothes, sizes
toys,
lots of mii-celianeous
WANTED: RESPONSIBLE
and '
1 Cal 489-2683.
Party. to assume small things. Saturday only, 509
(west
on
15. ARTICLES FOR S
monthly payment on, 25" Lynnwood
Sycamore, last street betore
10 SPEED BI YC
good color Tv under warrenty. Murray High.)
am
5pm.
till
8
cond ',or $25; s e wagon. Also used t.v.'s Clayton's J
GARAGE SALE, rain or
B Music, 753-7575
excellent
c •• •ttIOn, $15,
Shine, Friday and Saturday,
Trombone
. Cal1753 7231. 27. MOB. HOME SALES
7 am t,ll ? Cornet, pool
WE BU
and Sett used air COOL, CLEAN, spacious, tables, antiques, many other
condi/ •nerss 753 1551 or 753 12x60, 1974 V Central air, items,
at 121 South, 4th house
9104
two bedrooms, tie-downs, past Cherry Corner Church.
skirting, storage shed. 436,
1 . HOME FURNISHINGS
MOVING
SALE. 1612 College
262.
BEIGE COUCH, convential 1
Farm Road Antiques, new
GUERDON,
X 40, Quilts.-some furniture, baby.
design
n good condition
Love sea' 2 maple step Underpinned and tied down, children, and adult Opining,
tables and a cobbler's bench all electric, funiShed. Prite and
many
miscellaneous
Early 53250. Call 753 2762.
table
piece
items _Friday and
_ .
_ Saturday.
American dining set, 42" 12x60 MOBILE HOME,' 2 MOVING
GARAGE sale
round fable extends to 66", bedrooms, all electric. Call
1706 Plainview Drive, Friday
-a'e's chairs in dark after 5 pm,489 2714.
Saturday
and
Antiques,
pine ti"•sn White bedroom 1971
MORO
AV MOBILE books, toys, tent, sofa, and
furnaur, I chests and a home, 12x60, all electric. many other items
desk, w.cke)fs headdoard. Priced to sell. Call 437 4816. .
43. REAL ESTATE
Phone 753 57138.
_
12x50 TWO BEDROOM, air
COUCH AND m atchmg arm conditioned, carpeted and HAPPINESS FOR sale!
There's a heap o' happy livin'
chairs, S'OS. Call after 5 RM, underpinned. 52900 436 2430.
offered in this two bedroom
753 2501:
12x60 TWO. BEDROOM, 2 lakeside cottage. located in
FOR SALE beautiful white baths, central-- a-tr, un• Central
Ridge area Built to
velvet couch and chair, 5150. derpinned,84500. 436 2430.
be a year around home, but
Alsb 2, ,00t chest freezer,
offered at a price that will
211. MOB.HOME RENTS
550 75; 55/9
make the dream of a
FOR
Dining table, LARGE NICE 2 bedroom, 2 vacation home something
'mobile.
bath
hcird.
Call
75335'; '
59
con
you can afford. Owner win'
temper.), design, with two 8 4808.
sidn
er Ctara
c
inontow
ildtehefoRreapro
Epe
sta
rtty
e
/for
in ex ',”-dors, from Hubbuch TWO BEDROOM tra
of
matte formica rent, Shady Oaks T, Otter Professionals -at Guy Spann
top,
legs, mint con Court:14119_2533.
Realty/753 7724.
cl,t On"III 762 3387 dayS: TWO BEDROOM, water and
753 4054 oviinings.
garbage pickup furnished. 1
mile out of city. limits. $75 per
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
DISCOVER
month. $50 deposit. Phone
THE GALLERY
753 5405 after 6 pm.
12x60 TRAILER. CALL B.B.
OF HOMES
Dill, 753-9104 or 753 1551.
DIFFERENCE.
KIRBY
32. APTS. FOR RENT
VACUUM
APARTMENT FOR. rent,.2
Investment in future
blocks from University.
CLEARERS parts,
leisure! One of the
.4i...r1zed
Furnished, water and sewer
paid, $95 per month. 753 4140
remainingaiNw ex9011
,;
, Ned at 102 W.
or 436,2411.
cellent
main lake
Square,
,
Court
ut,,
FOR RENT: I bedroom
PI.2rt%
waler front lots in a
furnished apartment'.
753-3949.
restricted area. Black
NICE
TWO
-betirgom
top road, community
apartment, married coulDies
PT FARM EcitillP.
water in street, on
preferred. No pets. $165 per
hternational month. Call 753 6931
school and mail route
01,
is3,1940.
cult ,.•. call
SMALL
FURNISHED
Call us and we'll take
7 HP I. ,, ,,t lawrytractor, A-1 apartment, single only
you there.
iis 406.
Coact •
Inguir-FT100 S 13th Street

Realtors.

acreage available for your
private hedge against in
nation Call the real estate
professionals at Guy Spann
Realty, 753,7724. R 248

Ansley AuChon
Realty Sales
(CP 11$207 £1111'

luitiiir,,,'r
Appraiser
FA- 90t i4TfC19118--- 17,
07)3
south Fulton Tenn
_

Live in and operate
your own beauty
salon. Mobile home
located in Riveria
Court with large clientele.

WILSON

INSURANCE
REAL ESTAT
753-3263 ARYIINE

02 It 17.*

CANTERBURY
ESTATES
Extremely attractive
3 bedroom, 2 bath
home with lots of nice
features for comfortable, convenient
family living. Den
With fireplace, central
electric heat, fenced
backyard,
2-car
garage, and realistic
price - low 60's. Listed
through
Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222. Look
frr our new signs
everywhere!.

Opening Soon
Sherri's
Soap & Shape
DUNN'S ELECTRIC
Licensed For
Commercial or Residential
Free Estimates On Any lob
Large or Small

Call 436-2372
Anytime, Day or Night
Danny 8

Twit° Dunn, owners

John Smith, Realtor
iki.--„,3,
4.45,Lia

.PROTON

S

Spring House Cleaning
Special

Toenbo, YOU ANC' v

BO K EEP YOr.1* 6UN 5
ON INV& W ANY9OCTT
N"
'
.----MOvE5..51400T THEM'
"\,.....
,
llir,‘
-'-i
'
/
1
4
7
1M '0
.,

If

WHERE'S
THE GOLD!

010 I TELL
Trit TRU-n-1,
CAP

. THE
MANBIRP .0

T FLEw
TwAT WAY
•
TO WAM180.Er-,t
CANSO. Gm'
itto-10 6V4 -

Walls, windows,floors and carpets. Free estimates.
Insured and experienced. Call
159-1176day or night.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
NEW OFFICE NOUNS
Monday_Friday 7:30-Noon

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7.30 til 5:00

Price of
INlUT

511111

"
h 05141morail713-11111111am dita baker. *ram roak

CONT'P,

.75

153-741TTeaytime)
-2
EXCLUSIVE SECLUSIVE
BeautiKs1 now home sitting
On • approximately I acres
'Fri level with all amenities
tor gracjous living. Large
rooms, fireplace and Aiii.ThY
from the hub bub of the city.
IMust see and owners need to
Sell. -5.69,000. Net*Ort -Stiroat

Co., 759.1707.
FOR SALE. by owner
Approximately 80 acres otA
Kentucky Lake, Brood River
are•a,
eest of New
Concord off Highway 444
Call Paducah; 442 4405

FOR SALE
BY OWNER
bedroom home on lot
.
.90 x 150 located a
norama Shores. Has living room, kit
en, utility and bath. Bedrooms ne
carpeted. Priced in mid 20's

Call 436-2742
After 6 P.M.

1
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53. SERVICES OFFERED

Purtlom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate

n

Soutkude Court Square

Murray, Kentucky

753-4451

80Y0 MAJORS a"
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
..V.--Prgteh-SIOndi Sen. II l•

-

'''"With TheFnendkr

/

IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCY
Four bedroom, trilevel home with lots of
features and lots of
room. Nine closets,
largg rooms includin•
5 x' 12 family room
with fireplace, central
gas heat, solid construction, and lovely
landscaping.. -Priced
realistically low $50's.
Phone
Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222. We
are
members of
Multiple Listing Service..

Approx. 4 vli7oded
acres _ 5 miles from
Murray.
Excellent
home site - good view.
Only $10,000. Call
•
4bTS
SALE
FOR SALE, 3 lots, 50x100 in
Lakeway Shores Subdivision,
overlooking Kentucky Lake.
753-6446- or-tfitit-57 ------

CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774.
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,
drivewaSes, walks, patios,
steps, free estimates. 753.
5476.
DRIVEWAYS AMIIIIIMIA
areas white rocked and
graded, brown and white pee
aray.a). From_ e-st
Cliffed GarriSOrtafter 4 pm.
DO -YOU heed stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 241
below the ground, leaving
ow Sawdust and chips. Call
fpr free estimate, Steve Shaw
753.9490 or Bob Kemp 435.
4343.
DOG
GROOMING.- All.
breeds.
By .,appointment.
Pick
up and delivery. Connie
_

•

yOur

t

in
tate
pann

COME UP WITH ANSWERS OF"THEIR
GOING TO LOSE'THE
SAME-ELECTION THAT CARTER TVEs

Never lived in - brand new 3 or 4 bedroom,2 bath,
brick with central heat and air, fireplace and
2,000 sq. ft. of living area. Large cypress deck on
three sides. Located on large, excellent main
lake front lot. Built for year around living.
$61,900.

Scenic setting! Enjoy the marvelous view of Ky.
Lake fforn this lovely lake 'home. Living room'
and formal dining room plus family room with
Franklin fireplace, Central heat and air plus all
appliances. Large lake view lot with lots of
decking around house. Immediate possession,
only $44,900.

Absolutely everything! Family Room with
fireplace! Eat in kitchen! Formal dining room!
All built-ins! Formal living Room! Double car
garage! Central heat & air & much more!
Presented at $59,900.

and

Small Engine Service
Authorized Briggs and Stratton Dealer
Work Preformed On:

1976 GREMLIN X. 32,000
miles, red; good condition,
one owner. Call after 6 pm,
762-4006.

"Quality That Will Please"
753-5719

So 9th

No Experience Necessary, Join a National Manufacturing Organization that has developed an exceptional marketing program in the world's largest
cash business - Vending Machines. Turn Vending
Machines into real money machineA for you. This is
an excellent potential opportunity to earn

with 10 or more machines. Many, many people are
earning exceptional part time income in the
lucrative vending machine business. We provide
guaranteed secured locations in your area by a
professional location company. Equipment direct
from the manufacturer-five year guarantee.
Machines vend Nationally advertised products.
Before yesekr..., any business opportunity, check
our Factory Direct prices.

NO ONLISATION
Moons Toll Free
1-800-824411111; Op.,zter 804

1974
Grand Torino
$1100.00.
Call 753-4017
19745
LEMANS
SPORT
Coupe. Double power and
air, 260 V8 engine, gets ex.
ceuent mileage, $1950. Phone
• 354 6217.
1978 LTD It Brougham,.
clean, 22,000 miles, Am FMB
track, air, excellent condition. 753 3043.
MONTE
1974
CARLO,
midniel blue with white
vinyl top, 47,000 miles,
loaded, in excellent con
dition. Phone 753 0905.
1977 PINTO CRUISE wagon,
AM-FM radio, 13 track tape
stereo ssiStem, automatic
fransrOssion,
power
steering, 26.000 actual miles,
$3500. Call 753 8664.
1978 PINTO WITH all extras.
$2950. Call 767 4251.
1972 PLYMOUTH
GOLD
Ouster,
automatic,
6
cylinder, Vinyl top, $875. Call
489-2595.
.
1967 VW, GREAT condition,
1972 'rnefor, 30 plus mpg
Asking $1200. Gall 767 2544i

1974 Buick Regal, excellent ,..copdition, air
AM-FM radio, must sell
Coil after 3, 753-9964.
Will consider reasonable
offer.

10% JunoJuly Discount
MAGIC HAT
CHIMNEY SWEEPS
759-4878

53. SERVICES OFFERED
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning repairs:
and remodeling around the
home. 753 2211 or 753 9600
56. FREE COLUMN
FREE! TWO Irish Setters, 5
years and 6 months. Call 759
46057

FOUR KITTENS, free to
good home 492-8746.
57. WANTED
12 15 .
WANTED:
PASSENGER
van, later
3241
or 759:
753
Phone
model
•
4538
CARPOOL tcr
WANTED Paducah, hours flexible Cal
ft
753 4580

-

4V-"ei3E-eeNeirc69144-Pet46"*ENC.-6AL-E-S---61-6ear
jile"..
45. FARMS FOR SALE "4
i
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
84 ACRES CHOICE farm
free estimates for your
land, includes 40 X 80 tool
needs.
shed, Stripping shed with OWN THEYIRE
FOR YOUR Chain link
_tallh heal, 2 tobacco barns.
_.fencing
needs, contact
Stock barn and 3 bedroom.
Montgomery Ward. Free
farm house. Call Guy Spann 48. AUTO.SERVICE
49.USED CARS
"
estimates.
753-1966.
Realty, 753 7724.
CAR BATTERIES. 24 month ,
FOR SAL& .40 acres Stan. guarantee, $22 88; 36 manth VEGA, 1976, AUTOMATIC FOR YOUR garden breaking
ding hay, excellent red top guarantee 80 amp, $26.99. 60 transmission,. nice, $1500. and discing, call 753 6123.
Phone 436.2506.
FOR
Timothy, orcherd grass and
YOUR
home
month
guarantee, $36.99.
VOL K SWA GON alterations, repair, and
clover...Also Cub Lowboy 140 Wallin
Hardware, Paris, 1973
BEETLE,
remodeling,
$950.
also-new
mower,, 60" cut. Howard
Phone
247homes
Tennessee.
and comsnercial, call 7535713 or 753-1912.
Brandog, 753 1389 or SunFOUR
FIRESTONE
All.
6123
.clays. 753-5960.
•
Terrain tires, approximately SO. USED TRUCKS
PARDON...
our PERFECTLY LOCATED on 5,000 miles, mounted
PLEASE
BY • Sears,
on 4 1971 CHEVY TRUCK with GUTTERING
saw dust and walk board Groves Calloway County white spoked
rims, fits camper, 39,000 actuat miles. Sears continouS gutters
..We have a new home line, 78 LICOS more or less Toyota pickup. Call
installed
per
your
after 9 Phone 498-8376.
ready for your inspection All with 3 bedroom house, 5 am,753.4307.
specifications. Call Sears
.
..
FOR
SALE:
1962
GMC
long
Vou ever wanted in a home. outbuildings and- 2' 7 acres
753-2310 for free estimates.
TRUCK LOAD fire sale. The wheel base pickup, custom
exterior;
Great fire cured
\Cypress
tobacco. Good
wide ones with raised white cab, V6, good condition, HOME REPAIRS: exterior
(17x28'2)
with cattp or crop farm Call
'room
and interior painting, carf 'Keplace; 3 extra large .Barger Realty, Mayfield, letters,' G 70x14" or 15", needs trans work. 5100. 753
pentry
work,
small
.
_
$29.79 and $2.90. FET; G
:
9872.
bectcooms. Teh closets, 2 Ky,(502) 247.2421.
,60x14", $36 65 4,11,0 S3.17 FET; FORD, 1971, CREW_ .cab masonary jobs, decks and bethi1. heat pump Dial 753- THREE
ROOM house with •L 60x14", pl.).* and $3.79 pickup, 390 engine, power patios built, rooms paneled. •
1492 td let us show this bath
and 10 acres:, East of
FET
Wa I I in Hardware, steering,--automatic Iran. 492-8615.
home
tile the finished Almo Phone
527 1764
Paris, Tennessee.
smission, $2100. Phone 436touches `a
. being com
TRUCK LOAD . truck tire 2506.
by Loretta 46. HOMES FOR SALE. ,
Oferdplt.
FOR SALE
Jobs Realtors.
2 bedroom sale, highway tread, 700x15", 1973 FORD F.750, new grain
frame house, $18,000. Call' 6.ply, 528.98 and $2.95 FET; bed', hois), good tires, good
753 0659
750x16, 8 ply. $37.75 and 53.74- running condition. Call 489FET. Wallin Hardware, 2706.
NEW LIS.TING: 3 bedroom
brick,„2 baths, living room, Paris, Tennessee.
'. 51. CAMPERS
den_ with WB fireplace, 2 car
TRUCK LOAD tire sale, 4 ply 1974
LASALLE TRAVEL
garage, central gas heat and -polyester premium gradetrailer, 27' self-contained.
cTrtc tr,- brtck pclircti And wht wai+
ritrhyriliti 4-2-3•2 r-norir 75376597 Wirers-pm.
M013+LE- +40ME----anthers patio, landscaped, kitchen
tread depth. A78x13, 518.39
underpinning,
and
has many cabinets, built-in /and S1.72 FET, E78x14", 24' TRAVEL TRAILER aluminum, in 3 colors, and
'shwasher, disposal, utility $2263 and $2.20 FET; (Holiday). Air conditioned, fiberglass roofs sealed. Patio
new awning, must see to
ror with W 0 connections, F78/414", $21_40 and $2.32
awnings and aluminum
FET,
lots of storage, Walk in
' G78x14" or 15", 525.39 appreciate, first $4500 or carports, single and double,
close
Low
560's. and $2.54/ FET, H78x15", make offer. Call 435-4524.
in colors. Phone 753-1873.
Appoin ent only, 753 4133 $27.52 and* 59-76- FE T; WE ARE your authorized
Prulerewne/ Services
S),
work by
L78x15", $29.86 and $3.06 dealer for Monitor travel MOWING ANeyard
or ,(713) 6 1592. 3844 Lake
With The Fneedly Touck'
FET. Wallin Hardware, trailers by Holiday Rambler. appointment. Call 753-6912.
St., Housto TX 77098.
3 R. W.V. W/kitchen Paris, Tennessee.
See at Arrowhead Camper ODD JOBS done. Call 753- M house with
dining, living area,
Sales, Highway 80 E, 6363andask_for Mark.
49. USED CARS
apartment for
field. 247.8187.
ROOFING,
or
FLAT
carport. New outside
8049.
1975 BUICK REGAL, 2-door;
Shingles, water proofing and
52.
ATS & MOTORS
silver, perfect condition. Call
storage. Immediate
753 7108 or 753-6802.
16' D AL RUNABOUT with mobile homes. 15 Years
1972 450 HONDA, ,GOOD
Possession and Only
experience. Call 435-4173.
1976 BUICK SPECIAL, Vi6, 65 hp Johnson, tilt trailer,
condition. 7534)12, aS14 for
perfect condition. 51195. 753- WILL HAUL driveway white
134,900,
new tires, excellent conrock and Ag I me, also have
6084.
dition, good gas mileage. 7534710.
HOUSEBOAT, 31 FOOT any type of brown or white__
Pea -gravel. Also do backhoe _
1977CHEyROLET IMPALA, Water House, 150 hp Chrysler work. Call Roger Hudson,
Marine engine, I .0. Sleeps 6,
xcellent boby 'and interior
or 753 4545.
753-6763
very good condition. Can be
eds motor. 7'53-7527.
BASEMENT? We
seen at Keniake Marina, Slip WET
40. Call owner at 314 471.6456. make wet basements dry„
ouareryteea.
completely
work
1 2 Chevy Impala in
1974, 16' MARK TWAIN, 115
hp Mercury motor, excellent Call or write Morgan Congood condition. Call
Route 2, Box'
condition, $3200. Call after 6 struction Co
753-9964 after 5 p.m.
409A, Paducah. KY 42001, or
pm,753-9244.
1-442-7026. •
can day or
17
TR.1-HULL
FIBERGLASS boat and
1978 CHEVROLET MALIBU
Classic, 2 door, tJack, silver trailer, 5650. Phone 436-2506.
B&W Tune-Up - Air
'vinyl roof, black interior, 1978 TERRI BASS boat with
conditchiing, brake
factory wheels, AM FM 55 hp Evinrude, loaded, and
stereo, good gas mileage, rigged
for
tournament
service and most
sharp, can see at 0 5 Fox fishing. Must sell. Call
Meadows. Call 759.1926 after anytime, 436-5811.
auto repair at
Lawnmowers, tillers, and minor repair on Johnson
5_pm.
53. SERVICES OFFeRED
reasonable
prices.
and Evinrude outboard motors up to 35.hp, and
1976 CUTLASS WITH T -top ADDITIONS,
REPAIR work,
chain saws.
and all extras. $4250. Also a circulating
753-0588 or
Call
fireplaces,
Seberg
Juke
box, 140 roofing, insurance work_ Cali
'
Sales and Service On Atlas
753-8403
seleclion, 5.100.‘Call 753-2636 Murray .
Remodeling. 753
after -5 pm.
Lawnmowers & Tillers
5167.
_ -HUGH OUTLANu, roofing
1971CHEVROLET IMPALA, BYARs BROTHERS
& Son- contractor, excellent
PHONE 492-8519
in need of repair. $300. Call
General home remodeling,
753-6080.
framing, aluminum siding, references call 753-1486 and
HAZEL, KY. 42049
1977 CJ 5 RENEGADE, -gutters, and roofing. Call 1 ask for Shelley
INSULATION BLOWN in by
excellent condition, headers, 395.4967 or 1 362 4895
Sears, save on these high
AM FM cassette, many
B-INKLEY
CON
heating and cooling bills.
extras. Call 767 2451. .
STRUCTION
No job too
FOR SALE: 1972 Chrysler
large, no job too small High Call Sears, 753 2310, for free
estimates.
Newport, 4 door with air, Quality
work.
Free
Don't let the Bathroom make your house
good gas mileage, $475. 753
estimates. Call 753-6969 and KEN'S LArteNMOVVER
9872.
repair. Parts New and used
ask for Mark.
look "Behind The Times" Give it the
lawn mowers 7)8 S 4th. Fast
FOR SALE: 1973 Cutlass S. CARPET 'CLEANING,
free service. 753 74cc.
Extra sharp, Phone 753 9872.
estimates,
satisfied
1977 FORD LTD II. power references. V ibra.Vac steam
steering, automatic, air, or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
cruise, AM FM radio. can Carpet Cleaning, 753 5827 or
759-4605.
753-8085.

CARTER STUDIO
WEDDINGS &
PORTRAITS
753-8298

AL.5
al on
eves
rn
Pftetzl
will
mily,
njoy
asts
for
extra

53. SERVICES OFFERED
53, SERVICES OFFERED
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN JACK'S BLACKTOP paying,
etching, also seal coating.
and gas installation, will do
3-1537.
Plumbing, heating and air
conditioning. Call 753.7203.
WILL HAUL anything that
will fit in a pickup truck. 753
MITCHELL BLACK TOP
PING, driveways and small 5857.
jobs a speciality, also pat WANTED: HOUSES to
chino and seal coating. 753
paint Free estimates. 492
1537.
8746

BACKHOE
WORK &
BULLDOZING
437-4533
After 8 P.M.
354-8161

Is inflation beating you down? One way to keep
up is to own your own home. Let us show you this
attractive 3 BR home that is conveniently
located at 1510 Clayshire. Offered in low $30's.

•903 Doran Road. Just call for an appointment to
see this 3 BR home that's on the market for the
first time. It's in the city school district and
within walking distance of Murray High School.
It features central gas heat it central electric
air. There's over 2,050 total sq. ft. and is offered
for $53,500.

Here it ! An older home in the country with
acres. In addition to the first floor there are 2
bedrooms upstairs Se a full basement. Outside
storage includes a 7x9 3.4 concrete block building
with cement floor and wired for electricity. Also a
12x26 frame building with electricity, water and a
wood burning stove. The 11.2 acres offers apple
trees, peach trees, a strawberry patch and lots of
good garden space. Offered at only $36,500.

City Convenience - Country Atmosphere! Just
minutes from town is this 3 BR brick home with
family room & fireplace. Has attached garage
with storage space and deck for bar-b-queing.
Central heat & air for year around comfort!
Sound inviting? Then give us a call. Only $42,900.
OLDER HOME!!! Older part of town. Lots of
room, great candidate for remodeling. Could
also be converted to high return income
producing property. For your new tax shelter or
remodeling projectjust give us a call. 753-7411.

Excellent 3 bedroom, 1 lz bath home in rustic setting near Ky. Lake. On extra large lot with additional lots available, central heat and air with
fireplace thermostat connections. Not pictured is
a 12x28 brick workshop with electricity and
plumbing. Priced well below replacement cost.
Georgeous lakeview home. Everything goes with
this 3 BR, 2 bath home in Pine Bluff Shores.
Owner will leave all appliances including
_ microwave. Den has wet bar. Ideally located on 3
lots. Asking $57,500. Make an offer.

ANOTHER NEW LISTING
Energy efficient 4 bedroom tri-level home
located in Sherwood Forest. This quality home
has four bedrooms, 2 baths, formal dining room,
spacious kitchen and family room with fireplace
opening onto tree shadded patio. Central ,gas
heat, central air, extra large lot 158 x 160 Priced
in the low 60's.

Think you ,pan't afford to buy? Upstairs apartment can be rented to help make payments,
downstairs has 2 bedrooms, living room with
fireplace, dining room and kitchen, fenced back
yard is ideal for children and pets. Asking
$40,000, 1316 Poplar.

Need lots of room? Here's a 5 bedroom 2 bath
home with living room, fireplace and den.
There's also a 30 x 50 concrete block.work thop
and it's all situated on approximately 3 acres. It
could be used in a variety of waNys. Asking
$58,500

U.S. 641 North,Chia Center
153-7411 Anytime
or

Nome Phone

Joe Kennon 4365676 " Lou Ann Philiof 753 6841

•
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Exchange Program Seeks

...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...

Families To Host Students
The American Scandinavian
Student Exchange program is
seeking families an the
Paducah area who would be
willing to host students from
Sweden, Norway, Denmark
and Finland for the school
year of 1979-1980.
The students, ages 16 and 17,
will arrive in the United States
in late August 1979, attend a
local high school and return
home in late June 1980. The
students, all fluent in English,
have been screened by their
. school representatives in
Scandinavia and have pocket
money and medical insurance.
The ASSE is the official
Swedish high school exchange
program in the -United States
operating under the auspices
of the Swedish Board of
Education.. The
ASSE
program
is
UffitaUf
designated as an exchangevisitor program by the U.S.
Department of State.
Since 1938. more than
150,000 students have taken
part in the student exchange,
home stay, and school exchange programs in the
United States, Sweden,
Denmark, Norway, Finland,
Germany, France, England,
and Switierland. ASSE has
representatives in all areas of

VIENNA, Austria (AP) President Carter and Soviet
President Leonid Brezhnev
get down to bufiness today in
the first East-West summit in
in nearly' five years after
agreqing at a pre-susignit
warmup that they should have
met sooner and should get
together more often. The
superpower politicians open
their formal talks with an
exchange
of
verbal
statements outlining oftenconflicting positions on global,
regional and bilateral issues.

the United States.
Families
with
small
children or grown children, as
well as those with teen-age
children, are welcome to
participate in the program.
For further information.
contact Harriette Farr, 283
Blandville Road, Paducah,
phone 442-7339 during the day
or 442-1844 evenings and
weekends..

Baptists To Hear
Pastor; Back Yard
Clubs Scheduled

indications those who don't
give the right answers might
get less crude oil to work with.
WASHINGTON
AP
Armed guards will accompany some shipments of
nuclear wastes under new
federal restrictions prompted
by concern over possible
terrorist attacks. Under rules
published Friday by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, shippers must "avoid
were practicable" transporting highly radioactive
spent nuclear fuel through
cities of 100,000 persons ,pr
urban areas.

MANAGUA, Nicaragua
(API - Gunfire riddleid a
Colombian air force plane as it
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
landed at Managua's airport
on a mercy flight with 10 tons tentative contract agreement
of supplies for the Nicaraguan between the -United Rubber
Red Cross. Also, heavy_WOrkers' and B.F. Goodrich
fighting between national CO. is expected to eitahllah - an. industry-wide wage and
guardsmen
and
tigoverninent rebels swirled benefit terms for 55,000 tire
for an hour around the U.S. compan-y---worIcers.---The---EnibMsy.---Ur/he-711MA -Ncr-agreement.-Was -announced American personnel were after an eight-hour, nonstop
bargaining session Friday.
Injured,

The Rev. Dr. Bill Whit--raaainiatisktaker, pastor of the First
Baptist Church, will speak on
SCHOOL—These children attendesithe 1979 C.poLerative School,held June 11-15 at the First
Christian Chur"Walking In Dad's Footsteps"
and rust Christian Churches and St. John's
ch. The school is sponsored by the First PresbyterianEpiscopal
Church.
with scripture 4iewn I Kings
Co-directors of the school are Betts Gore and Helen Bennettl
22:41-53 at the 10:45 a.m.
services and on "While It Is
Yet Dar"-with sepiptar-o-fram__
John 9:1-7 at the 7 p.m. services on Sunday, June 17, at
the church.
David Parker, deacon of the
week, will assist in the morMOUNTAIN HOME, Idaho
ning services.
AP) - The Air Force has
Special music will be by the
begun
proceedings
to
By NORM CLARKE
attended
the
Church Choir with Gus
chIldren
His grave - covered with cemetery, several security discharge Steve Ristau, the
Associated Press Writer
Robertson, Jr., as leader,
ceremonies, along with ,his only
a , _few
floral guards . were posted at the Airman who said he would
NEWPORT BEACH, Calif. estranged wife, Pilar.
Joan Bowker as organist, and
arrangements - lies on a entrance. There were few face court martial before he
Allene Knight as pianist. ( AP) - Film giant John
During the dawn Mass at grassy slope a few miles from visitors during the day and stopped reading his Bible
Morning soloist will be Marge Wayne, who wanted to be Our Lady Queen of Angels his luxurious waterfront home they were allowed to enter.
while on sentry duty. "I don't
Shown and evening soloist will remembered for his dignity, Roman Catholic Church, in Newport Beach.
Among them was Ted and have any choice." Ristau said
was buried at sunrise on a hill music from some of his 200
be Judy Henry.
Jack Vibert, president • of Doris Maim berg, who came to Friday when asked if he would
Volunteer nursery workers overlooking the Pacific home movies was played, including -Pacific View Memorial Park. see their son's grave.,
accept the discharge.. "I'd
will be Mr. and Mrs., Randy he loved.
Jlt theme song from "The said the gravesite was
"Our son Jerry met 'The like to file suit. .,_ I want to
There was no sea of flowers, High and Mighty." Other selected because it overlooked Duke' while they were in the stand up for the Bible. I really
Cunningham, Mr. and. 444.
Larry Ragsdale,- Mrs. Bobby no royal entombment at songs included "Red River the ocean "and the harbor he .hospital or therapy," said didn't want a discharge, but if
GOOD'
The University Churcff of McDowell, Mrs. Glen Grogan, Friday's secret and simple. Valley," and "Green Leaves loved so mucta,"
Mrs. .Malmberg. -They met they're forctng me out ther4's
Christ, North 15th Street, Miss Leslee* Grogan, Miss farewell. Only 40 to 50 family of Summer."
• A few onlookers and again while sailboating ,at not much I can do about it." '
GOLD
Murray, will hear the Julie Billington, Mrs. Richard members and close friends
Conducting the Mass was members of. the _ press Acapulco. The last time they
WHEN
minister, Bruce Logue, speak Jones,,ts. Richard Poe, Mrs: attended.
the archbishop of Panama, 'gathered outside the church .sh%v each other at the hospital
THE
•
OKLAHOMA CITY AP at the 10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. Phillip Hocking, and Miss
His grave will remain un- Marcos G. McGrath, who had 'prior to the ceremonies, but - Jerry died in 1977 TRAIL .John Oklahbma's highest court has
worship services on Sunday. Carol Beaman.
marked • ,indefinitely, visited Wayne akout a month were asked to respect the said, 'Isn't this a bell of a way ruled 7-0 that it has better
GETS
m(A)°deansh:onalthtinv. ROUGH
June 17.
Sunday School will be at 9:30 cemetery officials said. Prior before he died. Wayne coril family's request that only the to meet again?"
things to do than decide the
uing income. .
Assisting in the services will a.m. and Church Training at 6 to his death,Wayne requested verted to Catholicism, the funeral party enter.
,,,outcome of a baseball game
'Yhurt
allj vaned can't
be Ernie Bailey, song leader; p.m.
the epitaph
Fuerte y faith of hiS family, the day
Concerned that Wayne's
between two fourth-grade pee,if Recovery Income
sA
wv
icnkdrkor
Wayne
Williams.
anBack Yard Bible Clubs will Formal" - Spanish for bele-re-be died.'
fans might flock- to the
wee league teams. But
• TRIPLEHEA DER
„
can mean the same.
nouncements; Willard Ails, be conducted by young people "Ugly,strong and dignified."
TOLEDO, Ohio I AP )- At 2 Frida!is ruling doesn't send
scripture reading; Robert of the church from 10 to 11:30
"He wasn't the type for the
lob II
a.m. recently, the Craig the gaMe back to the playing
Hendon', Cliff Cochran, Roger a.m. from Monday, June '18, mausoleum. He was too much
Drouillards got a telephone field. It sends it back to a
Insurance
Wilson, and Tommye Taylor, through Friday, June 22, at of the earth and outdoors,"
Tulsa County district judge,
call that they had a new
*gummy
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